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100W
Patient weaver
conflicts
continue
By Frank Nlithael Russell
Daily stall writer
Conflict continues in the 100W
program, mostly over the nature of the
final exam question.
"Most of us love teaching the
class," but "hale" the final essay
exam, said Journalism 100W instructor Robbie Fanning.
Nancie Fimhel, associate professor of business, said the essay exam is
inappropriate lOr her students.
Business 100W students learn to
write letters, reports and memos and
shouldn’t be expected to write an essay
on a general topic - as they are now
for their final, she said.
Fimbel suggested two alternatives
for restructuring the final:
Allowing it to he written in various forms, with the topic asking for
ideas to improve the university.
Each discipline having its own
exam.
According to the SJSU undergraduate catalog, all students must fulfill the requirement either by taking a
waiver exam or by "taking and passing an examination and a Writing
Workshop course approved for their
major."
Gabriele Rico, 100W exam coordinator, said about 2.500 students take
the exam each semester, with about 86
percent passing it the firm lime.
Students receive grades of A, B.
C or no credit for 100W courses
Grade point averages aren’t affected
by not passing the course - and only a
few students ever have to take the class
more than twice, she said.
"I’ve never seen it to he a problem," said Rico, an associate professor of English. "It’s not meant to he a
nasty, ugly hurdle."
The 100W program has two
goals. she said.
Course instructors should teach
students both writing skills in their
own fields itnd the ability to write a
coherent essay on a "general, openended, accessible topic.’’ Rico said.
Regardless of the field in which
the course is taught, instructors should
have students write at least three general essays in preparation for the I inal.
she said
This semester’s final will be
given Dec. 6.
Rico said a topic development
committee, consisting of faculty from
various fields, draws up the final essay
question.
The committee considers possible
ethnic, language and cultural biases,
as well as whether the topic is accessible to students in different fields, she
said.
Students should be able to rely on
their own experience, observation and
reading in writing their essays. Rico
said.
An all -day "holistic grading"
process -- where graders read for
overall content, rather than to find errors - is used to evaluate the exams,
she said.
Two instructors read each essay,
spending about three minutes apiece.
she said.
"It works unbelievably well,"
Rico said.
The two graders agree with each
other about 90 percent of the time, she
said, with only about four or five radically different scorings each semester.
When a discrepancy occurs, the
test is read by a third instructor and
possibly by Rico for a final decision,
she said.
The current final exam is scheduled to he replaced with an entrance
exam by fall 1988.
Dan Buerger, executive assistant
to the president, has said the change
was mandated as part of an Academic
Senate review of general education requirements approved in spring 1985.
Rico said results from a two-day
examination given early this semester
will he used to develop the entrance
test.
Five questions were tested on
about 200 students each, she said.
At least three of the questions will
he used, in some form, on the entrance
test. Rico said.
The instructors can expect results
from the exams sometime next month.
The exams will he graded Saturday, with results returned to instructors soon thereafter, she said.
The results can he used by instructors as an evaluation tool, Rico
said.
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Shuttle woes
Students say transit
service unreliable
By Dave Rickard
and Humboldt and 12th and Keyes.
Daily staff writer
Some students inters iewed said
The shuttle bus service linking schedules are dill icult to obtain and
the main campus with two park -and - subject it) change without adequate noride lots has steadily deteriorated since tice.
the start of the semester. according to a
Judy Tam. a senior social science
group of SJSU students interviewed
Monday at the lot at 12th and Keyes major, said she learned about the most
recent
change when she its erheard the
streets
bus driver mentioning it.
However, most oh the students re’They change it so often, you’re
sponding said they would continue to
use the lots, rather than try to find a not sure if the schedule you have is reliable.’’
she said.
campus.
the
main
parking place at
Set, SH11771 E. back page
’When it’s running on time it’s
more convenient and cheaper than
parking on campus. said Pat Baca, a
junior industrial technology major. "I
lust wish it would he a little more consistent...
Baca said he arrived late to his
9:30 a.m. class last Monday and
Wednesday because the 9:05 a.m, bus
was late, and he was also forced to
drive to school Tuesday when the 7:111
a.m. bus hadn’t appeared by 7:20 am.
The university operates two buses
between the school and the lots
The athletic bus, so named because it ferries athletes to and front the
South Campus. is supposed to hold 36
passengers.

Julie Bennett Daily staY photograp em
Uonsuelo Inderwood, fine arts graduate student, ing assistant, said she spends 15 to 20 hours a week
works on I Don’t Know the Virgin," a %easing on this piece and has worked on it for 2 1’1 months
of the Virgin Mary. 1 ’nderwood. an Art 144 teach- so far. It will he 32 by 80 inches when complete.

The newer bus has been carrying
44 students.
However, some of the students
said the smaller bus often exceeds its
posted limit, carrying as many as 60
passengers on occasion.
The athletic bus is currently
scheduled to depart from South Campus once every hour from 7 a.m. to 3
p.m.. at five minutes past the hour.
The larger bus stops at the lots
every 30 minutes from 9:30 a.m. to 5
p.m., finishing with a 5:40 p.m. departure.
Part of the problem with the
schedule is vagueness, according to
some ol the students.
Times are listed for departure
from South Campus. hut the buses actually make three stops in the v icinity
Seventh and Humboldt streets. 11th

Drivers
offered
options

By Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
Rush hour traffic downtown
has reached an all-time slow.
While commuters can spend
fortune on parking, maintenance. and upkeep of their cars,
they also can spend hours in traffic and get :almost miss here .
So. the Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency and MU
officials want people to know
there are commute alternatives.
The transportation agency is
sending a message to commuters
to let them know there are alternatives to riding alone in a car
every day, said Lupe Solis,
agency spokeswoman.
She said car and van pooling, buses, trains and telecommunications are all alternatives of
which commuters need to aware.
"We are not trying to get
people out of their cars, hut we
want them to know about alternato es in county transportation."
Solis said
!
VSTI. but A page

Sigma Nu brothers on edge following stabbings
By Janell Hall
Daily stall writer

Since a stabbing incident or cuffed Saturday evening, members of
Sigma Nu fraternity are "really
tense," said one of the stabbing victims.
"We had a chapter meeting
(Monday I and everyone has a short
temper right now," said Peter Krug, a
member of Sigma Nu who was stabbed
in the arm and knee while trying to escort two male trespassers Irom the
house.
Two other fraternity members,
Terry Hickman and Mark Peachy,
were both hospitalited for stab wounds
sustained in the incident. Hickman
was stabbed in the abdomen and is not
expected to he released from San Jose
Hospital until tomorrow or Friday.

Peachy, who received live wounds,
one about an inch from his jugular
vein, was released Monday morning.
"All the other fraternities have
been really concerned." Krug said.
The incident began when two
men entered the fraternity house
looking for someone named Gary.
Krug said. The men went to a room on
the second Boor, opened the door and
then proceeded to the third floor. The
occupant of the room on the second
floor followed the men to the next
floor and alerted other fraternity members ol their presence.
"About eight or nine of us escorted them out the hack door, hut
only six or seven people walked outside with them." Krug said. "We had
no contact with the men until one of
them punched Hickman) in the stom-

ach with a knite...
He said that there was nothing unusual about the incident helOre the
stabbing began Sigma Nu has had to
escort Intruders out of the house in the
past and has rarely had any problems.
Krug said.
"People usually get calmed down
and leave as soon as we take them outside," Krug said. "Once in a while a
fight will breakout.’’
The two men, who were not
SJSU students, entered through an
open door in the front ol the house.
Krug said that the doors are usually
left open until late in the evening when
most of the members come in for the
night, but the house plans to install
permanent locks on the doors and will
issue keys to all the members 01 the
house.

There is always a concern that the
fraternity houses tire not as secure as
they should he. said Jan Muios, Interlraternity Council adviser.
"It was definitely a tragic thing
that happened," she said. "I have not
yet spoken to anyone from Sigma Nu
Ii) find out exactly what happened.
Mums said each house is individually owned and that the owner or
landlord is responsible for the house’s
security .
Krug said that it is Sigma Nu’s
policy to keep all parties closed, only
allowing SJSU students to attend
Their national headquarters made the
rule due to past liability problems.
"les unfortunate this had to happen. hut we can’t dwell on it." Krug
said.

Peter Krug
stab/uric

Rec Center crew uncovers sewer system from 1920s
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Monday afternoon, as a hackhoe ripped
scoop after scoop of rich. dark soil from the
ground that was once the ROTC field, students
pressed against the cyclone fence surrounding
the area and tried to figure out what was going
on.
"Check out that humongous hole." a
woman with a backpack said to her companion.
"Is that where that big sports center is going to
be ? "
"I think so." she answered. "And it
really looks like they’re gelling a lot done on it
now. too."
Running the width of the field from San
Carlos Street acmss to the sidewalk between the
Music and An buildings. the hole in question
was nearly IS feet deep at some points and 30
feet wide.

Water that is ignored or
undetected can move
underground and do
strange things, such as
cracking concrete slabs.
But contrary to its appearance, the hole
only allowed for the correction of a pre -construction problem. It did so by giving construction workers access to a 2 -foot -by -3 -foot sewer
pipe in its 60-year home 12 feet under the
ground.
Before any building could begin over the
area, the section of the sewer under the site had
to he removed, and the loose ends capped off at
both ends. Project Manager Randal Russ said.
Notations on the blueprints for the $20
million Student Union Recreation and Events
Center identified the section only as an "old,

abandoned sewer from 1920s." Russ said
The prints also show the sewer as part ol a
system that still is running and operating beneath Eighth Street.
The segment under the field was supposedly plugged off long ago. hut because of risks
posed to construction by underground water.
Russ said he and his crew took no chances with
the sewer’s status.
After ripping out the entire length of the
ceramic pipe Monday they planned to plug it
off yesterday or today, he said.
"We’re getting it out to make sure it’s
abandoned.’’ he said.
It a supporting pile happened to rupture
the pipe while being driven into the ground. the
results could he disastrous, he said.
Water that is ignored or undetected can
move underground and do "strange things,"
such as cracking concrete slabs, he said.
"Ground water can come up and do all
sorts of weird things.’ he said.

After the sewer was completely removed
yesterday. workers began re -filling the hole.
Jim Price. the CSU inspector overseeing
the project, said engineered fill of crushed rock
is being alternated in a sandwich fashion with
regular soil to fill the hole, and compacted with
heavy equipment every six inches.
This will improve the soil’s drainage.
causing any water in the soil to drain down and
away from the ground surface. Price said.
Following that, the soil over the area can
he graded and prepared lor construction, which
has already begun on the east end ot the site.
Russ said.
Pile -driving. in which long steel columns
driYen deep into sturdy bedrock to help support a building’s weight, is expected to begin in
about three weeks, he said.
are

Russ also expressed concern about people
still wandering in the construction area despite
the fence and warning signs surrounding it.
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This World Series was a classic
Baseball like it oughta he.
It was a dream post season tor any tan ot the game
From the Red Sox dramatic come from behind victory in
game six of the American League Championship Series it
the New York Mets incredible wins in game six and seven
of the World Series
What more could any fan of the sport ask for?
It was hard enough trying to study these past few
weeks with the playoffs and the fall classic going on within);
the games being so fantastic.
But it lust doesn’t matter. Baseball is a sport of drama
and excitement, a sport of skill and of strategy. Ni) other
sport comes close. You can have football and basketball -baseball is America’s game.
It’s a game where virtually nameless players can become heroes.
Dave Henderson. Len Dykstra and Ray Knight. These
gm, are nun Italic Ruth, Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays,
but they could have been this tall.
That’s the reason baseball is so
Opinion
ereat Unknowns like Don Larsen
and Bucky Dent can go down in history for their heroics in
one game. Add Dave Henderson to this list.
This was one of the hest postseasons in baseball history. The Red Sox forced the Angels into a seventh game.
when they were but one strike away from elimination.
The Mets heat the Astros with the ’stms hest man on
the mound, Mike Scott, and on the their home turf in the
sixth game.
And just when you thought the Sox had the Series all
wrapped up, boom, hack come the Mets with a two out rally
in the bottom (il the 10th in game six to force the Series to
seven games.
Sure the Boson choked. Sure the Halos choked.
But it was meant to he. The Mets had come front behind all year, and they were destined to win it all.
You can’t blame one or two players for the mistakes
they made. The intensity level was way up. Everybody
played hard everybody wanted to win.
There were no goats. There was just baseball, played
from the heart, by guys who wanted to win.
Sure Donnie Moore gave up the home run to Dave
Hendertamain game six of the American League Champion-

Len
Gutman

,41
ship Series, and sure Bob Stanley tossed one in the dirt to
send home the tying run in the 10th inning of game six of
the World Series, and sure Bill "Ankles" Buckner let a
slow roller get under his aging legs to allow Knight to score
and win the game for the Mims. and sure Calvin Shiraldi
threw the home run hall to Knight in game seven of the Series.
But mistakes are part of the game.
When we look hack at years from now, we won’t remember the mistakes. We’ll remember the moments.
We’ll remember Henderson’s home run, we’ll remember Knight’s home run and we’ll remember Darryl Strawberry ’s blast.
The Series had its sloppy moments, hut the Mets. the
Red Sox, the Angels and the Astros put on quite a display ot
the sport.
It didn’t matter who won or lost.
Never before had their been so many dramatic come from -behind victories as this fall. And the sport at baseball
will prosper from it.
There is something special about baseball that makes it
so great.
It’s the feeling you get at a game. The houlogs. the
smell of the freshly cut grass (or freshly vacuumed ataroturD, the way the national anthem Is sung.
And this fall all of the aesthetics of baseball shined.
Maybe it had something to do with the fact that the World
Series was played in a media mecca.
Somehow, when something happens in New York. it
becomes an event for the whole country.
But whatever it was, it sure was fun.
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Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor for publication on this page. This
is a page that gives you an opportunity to air your
views on important issues.
Deliver the letters to the Spartan Daily office,
Dwight Hemel Hall, Room 208, or to the Student
Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major.
telephone number and class standing.
Telephone numbers and anonymous letters will
not be printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.
The opinions appearing on the forum page are
the opinions of the individual writer.
The editorials appearing on this page are the
opinions tithe editorial board of the Daily.

Young Gilroy driver deserves mercy in bikers’ deaths
Suppose you were driving along a somewhat deserted
hackroad on a sunny afternoon thinking about your plans for
the evening or things you needed to get done later that day.
You’re not really concentrating on your driving hut you
obey the street signs . . . sort of going through the motions
of driving. You’re very familiar with the road -- you’ve
driven it a million times before. You’re not under the influence of drugs or alcohol. You’re 18 years old.
You reach behind the seat beside you, taking your eyes
offthe road for one or two seconds to grab a cassette tape.
The car swerves to the right of the road and before you can
regain control of the wheel you hit a bicyclist out for a Sundtly ride. In the panic and fear of hitting that one person,
>tau are unable to get control of the car and like dominoes,
the cluster of three cyclists in front of him fall victim to you
ids.
You’re 18 years old and you’ve just killed four people
because of carelessness. What punishment do you deserve’?
Katherine Ann Miller of Gilroy faces the possibility of
tine year imprisonment for four counts of misdemeanor vehicular manslaughter. Some peopie think this is justice, others
Opinion
think she deserves a more severe
sentence A group of "concerned bicyclists" are asking for
he
made
to
motorists by upping the charges to
a statement to
felony manslaughter which carries the death penalty if enforced.
Can you remember when you were 18? Remember the
stupid things you did out of carelessness - maybe even in-

Paula Ray
Christiansen
tentional juvenile delinquent -type behavior. Can you say
that you never took your eyes off the road while driving to
tall( to a friend, make a point. put on lipstick, or maybe
even slap that obnoxious kid in the backseat?
Yes, careless behavior. And carelessness can kill. But
how can we ask a young girl to pay a heti% ier fine than that
of living with the deaths of four people because of juvenile
stupidity?
The penalties for drunk driving are not as stiff as those
confronting Miller. A drunk driver gets in the car with the
intent to kill. For a first offense he won’t even have his license rooked. He will he freed to repeat his behav tor And
he probably will, because he hasn’t served the stillest sentence that can be imposed for killing another human being.
The life sentence of living with the knowledge that you
caused another person’s death.
As for the bicyclists. more often than nun people htoe

swerved to miss a lew at them who target to look both
ways. (Sr glide outside of the bike lane, just as Miller glided
into it.
Negligence happens on all sides of the road. Pedestrians cause accidents when they jaywalk and cars swerve oil
the road to miss hitting them, possibly hitting another car in
the pnwess.
The point is, we are all human beings
motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians.
Human beings make mistakes careless
mistakes,
stupid mistakes, crazy mistakes.
And usually, if the mistake is big enough, we pay a
personal price that will never he equalled by one imposed
by the law.
The hest sentence for Miller is one that will help her
live with the imprisonment of her own soul. A sentence of
community service that will allow her to purge some of the
guilt for the lives of those four individuals who were killed
because of her youth.
Giving appearances in the community, talking with
people her own age and younger, impressing upon them the
burden of living with the responsibility of your life and others will benefit Miller and society a lot more than placing
her behind bars ever will.
Behind bars. Miller’s experience will he silenced and
hidden. Remaining and working in the community will
force everybody to face reality. Miller will pay her sentence
and society will recognize it.

Letters to the Editor
Reporter needs to get facts straight
Editor,
Gene Johnson Jr.s article. "Pulitzer recipient failed
physics class" (Oct. 22), failed to report accurate and complete information about the Zone 12 meeting of the Society
of Physic Students (SPS), hosted by the SJSU Physics Club
on Saturday, Oct. 18.
I . The meeting was hosted by the San Jose State chapter of the Society of Physics Students (i.e. SJSU Physics
Club), not the Society of Student Physicists.
2. The article neglected to mention excellent talks by
Brian Holmes (SJSU Physics Department), Keith Martinez
(Stanford graduate student. 1986 SJSU graduate), Mike
Schulkins (SJSU student), Francis Everett (Stanford Physics Department) and Jesse Wall (City College of San Francisco Physics Department).
3. There was no mention of the video produced, acted
and directed by SJSU faculty and students.
4. Hofstadter is not studying human understanding: he
is the chairman of human understanding in the Psychology
Department, doing research in artificial intelligence.
Mr. Johnson’s article bewildered me and gave the impression Hofstadter and Colin gave the only talks, a misconception I felt needed clarification.
Alberto S. Sanchez
Senior
Physics

Dorm rules are being enforced
Editor.
In response to the letter to the editor titled "Dorm directors need to enforce rules" by Joseph Aiello Jr., I think it
is time that Mr. Aiello either return to the dormitories or if
he is still living in them, it’s time to wake up. This is my
second year in the dorms and first as an Resident Advisor.
In two years I have never seen a rule that was not enforced.
As for the alcohol policy it has changed this year. These
changes include a different disciplinary process, which emphasizes education about alcohol. One of the Resident Directors spent most of the summer and many sleepless nights
at the start of the semester perfecting it. I have never seen a

director encourage the use of alcohol.
In fact, directors and advisors are acutely aware 01 the
use of alcohol in the dorms. We never condone the use of
alcohol. As for alcohol behind closed doors, what a resident
does in his own room for the most part is his business. I’m
telling
sure Mr. Aiello would not appreciate a police all
him he could not do something in his own room.
As for the dorms needing to have more cultural programs. each Resident Advisor must put on three different
programs. These programs can be on any topic and many
are culturally onentated.
I do agree that the dorms need to he constantly aware
of academics. That is why quiet hours are enforced, study
halls are provided and there are many services that are academically orientated. The residence halls also provide a
place for residents to get away from studying. I’m sure that
few if any students living on campus or not spend all their
time studying.
Part of the goal Mr University Housing is "To create
an atmosphere whereby each resident student has an opportunity for personal, social, cultural and academic growth."
I think Mr. Aiello needs to reevaluate his stance on University Housing and Residence Directors.
Robert Womack
Sophomore
Administration of Justice’
Resident Advisor

Hamm ’s files need updating

Editor,
I had just come out of my writing -workshop class and
settled down with the day’s Spartan Daily. But for 100W
teachers, there can be no respite.
I immediately was confronted with reporter Greg
Stryker’s defense of "gifted athletes." among whom the
"one’s who try . . . can be kept in school."
Then came Andrew F. Hamm’s doctors who said,
"Thank God your young." Let me put it in a brief apostrophe of another kind: 0. ye Gods of Journalism, punctuate
as ye pontificate!
Thomas Wendel
Professor
History Department

A.S.’fied Lion junket criticized
Editor.
This is in response to "Program Board granted leeway," Oct. 24. and Craig Quintana’s column Oct. 27.
I am thoroughly disgusted the Associated Students
board of directors has approved $906 for six members of the
Program Board to attend a conference at an excessively expensive hotel right here in San Jose.
This expenditure might not have drawn my ire if the
program hoard was planning to attend a conference some
place far away. tat least as far as Oakland anyway) or if they
were going to stay at the E-Z 6 hotel here in town. Bui
emon AS., the Red Lion Inn is one of the most ritzy hotels
in town.
I don’t care that Program Board Director Verde Alex.
under thinks the Red Lion Inn is "fairly remote from any
thing else, even though it’s in downtown San Jose." Vents
talks about the Red Lion as it it’s in another country. hut it
takes all of 15 minutes during rush hour to drive from SJSU
to the Red Lion.
Then our iron-resolutioned A.S. President Tom
Boothe tells Quintana that he sticks by the A.S. vote. Then
he goes on to divulge that he’s glad he didn’t have to vote
on the measure.
If Boothe doesn’t agree with the board, then he ought
hitch up his britches and say what he thinks, instead of simply going along with the mob. He was elected by the student
body to stick up for the interests of the students.
It is outrageous for the program hoard to even request
$906 for a conference in San Jose, hut it is inexcusable for
the A.S. to approve this wasteful spending. I don’t consider
this an appropriate use of student -supplied funds, especially
when there so many student organizations (many of them
approved by the AS.. hut not funded on this campus) that
have little or no money.
The A.S. directors should hang their collective heads
in embarrassment.
Herb Muktarian
Senior
Journalism

Wa.f. Aft.
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The Hamm Files
Andrew F.
Hamm

A
Knee-jerk Republicans
. . and twin thes
rushing dim ii 111,, sired
loin the .voung conservatives . .
Ray Davies
"Young Conserviitives’
must he very tempting flirffeshmen’COming into
IL univerrayio jtn the Republicairpam:.!
nowadays. The ualificationmare ver)(*imple and
are stated for all to gee. There is a certain natty line,
you read it. memorize the catch phrases and
arguments for each position and whammo! instant
Republican.
Who cares if you don’t really believe a particular
platform position you’re against big government.
wasteful spending and communism. right? Well then,
you must be a Republican because everyone knows
this is what Democrats favor.
All the other issues are really just fodder for the
special interest groups and good Republicans are
against special interest groups also.
Unless the group is against drugs. Or abortion.
And pornography You see, special interest groups
spend lots of money and Republicans don’t like
governments spending lusts of money. They say the
Democratic party -inspired welfare system is a prime
example of people trying to solve a problem by.
throwing money at it. That never works. Unless of
course you’re throwing money at weapon systems.
All good Republicans should own at least one
gun. (All together now:) "Every citizen has the right
to arm hears, er . . hare arms." Government should
keep its nose out of peoples private affairs.
Unless of course they smoke pot or use
something besides the missionary position.
yes, it must be very tempting for a young student
to come in. get his degree and let the
.
Republican party seduce him. I mean, come
the Democratic party makes you think about what
is going on for Christ’s sake. I can’t he doing that. I
got a midterm next week.
Will Rogers once said. "I belong to no organized
political party. lam a Democrat."
The Democrats are continually debating positions
and changing them as more is learned about a subject.
Some factions don’t ever agree with other factions.
There are several diverse groups in the DemocratiC
party and they all want to he heard.
Who wants to listen to the other side of an
argument. One thing about belonging to the
Republican party. you don’t have to worry about the
facts. you already have your position.
When you go to the polls Tuesday try to keep an
open mind. Vote the way you feel about an issue.
Don’t let anyone or any organization tell you how to
vote. Read your voter information pamphlet and the
Decision ’86 tab put out by the Journalism 160
Advanced Reporting class and decide for yourself.
Theta Chi File . . .Speaking of mindless
conformity, the day the Spartan Daily broke the story
of Theta Chi harassing local halfway house members,
someone threw away most of the Spartan Dailys
available on campus.
If you saw someone taking them off the shelves in
the Student Union or out of one of the holders on
campus, please call me at 277-3181. Someone must
have seen someone doing something. Be an
individual, your name will be kept anonymous.
Follow Up . . .I’ve had several visits from people
suffering from seizures and other epileptic symptoms
since my column ran last week concerning a seizure of
my own. Some told me of having six. seven (smaller)
seizures a day. Others haven’t suffered any seizures in
years, yet are afraid that if they stop taking their
medicine, (usually Dilantin) the seizures will return.
What I suffered was a grand mal seizure. Although no
one knows for sure, seizures seem to he brought on by
pressure and tension in general.
Andrew F. Hamm Is the forum editor. The
Hamm Files appears every Wednesday.
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Arms cutback to be proposed

U .S. plans to cut
U .N. allocation
UNITED NATIONS (API
U.N.
Secretary -General Javier
Perez de Cuellar received formal
notification from the United States
that it intends to pay only $100 million of its $21(1 million 1986 assessment to the world body.
A spokesman 16r the U.N.
chief. Francois Giuliani, said a letter containing the formal notification was delivered on Monday and
is being studied by Perez de Cuellar
and his chief aides.
Perez de Cuellar had been told
of the U.S. intention on Friday in a
telephone call from U.S. Ambassador Vernon Walters. sources reported then.
Under the U.N. Charter,
which the United States signed as a
treaty, member states are obliged to
pay the amount assessed by a vote
in the General Assembly.
However. Congress, in a costcutting mood and irritated by what
it saw as U.N. waste, mismanagement and hostility to the United
States, made drastic cuts in the ad-

1,,;

ministration request for U.N. support
The U.S. assessment this year
was $210 million. or 25 percent ol
the regular U.N. budget. But
Washington said it intends to pay
only $100 million.
Perez de Cuellar said recently
that the United Nations, suffering
its worst financial crisis ever because of the U.S. cuts, needed at
least $120 million from the United
States to he able to pay fixed costs,
mostly salaries, until the end of the
year.
Perez de Cuellar already has
taken austerity measures designed
to save $60 million a year. The
General Assembly is studying a
package of reforms that include a
15 percent staff cut and improved
budgetary procedures.
The U.S. letter informed
Perez de Cuellar that the administration is considering seeking further appropriations from Congress.
Giuliani said.
It is believed such appropriations would be sought only if the
reform package is passed

A at the Geneva arms talks later this
AP)
WASHINGTON
sweeping U.S. proposal to reduce su- week, an administration official said
perpower strategic nuclear weapons by yesterday
The proposal, which also sets as a
50 percent in five years and to rid Europe of all intermediate -range weapons goal eliminating all ballistic nuclear
will he submitted to the Soviet Union missiles in 10 years. was approved at a

Japan stops whaling
YOKOHAMA. Japan tAP)
Japan’s last whaling mother ship sailed
on its final six-month voyage yesterday. the beginning of the end of a 44-10year-old Japanese tradition unless an
international ban on hunting the behemoths is modified in 1990.
A brass hand played and wellwishers on the shore grasped yellow.
green. red and purple paper streamers
held at the other end by many of the
I crewmen as the 23,000-ton
N ’,shin Maru No. 3 pulled out of Yokohama Port and headed south for the
Antarctic.
Four other boats with 20-man
crews are to follow tomorrow. The
smaller vessels will catch 1,941 minke
whales that the crew of the Nisshin
Maru will process into 582 tons of
whale oil and 9.317 tons of whale
meat, said Japan Whaling Association
spokesman Kunio Arai.
Moments before the ship sailed
under overcast skies, commander Yasushi !so told the departing men and
their guests that the break after the
1986-87 whaling season will Ive like

a rest twriod . . . These are not the
last %shale+. We will he able to go
whaling again."
The International Whaling Commission declared a moratorium on
whaling in 1982 but Japan, the Soviet
Union and Norway, objected and continued to hunt the mammals.
This year. however. Japan agreed
to withdraw its objections to the IWC
order after concluding an agreement
with Washington. Japan said it would
stop commercial whaling by next year.
and the United States agreed not to cut
Japan’s fish catch quota in U.S.
coastal waters.
The moratorium is lobe reviewed
in 1990.
The IWC has said whales are in
danger of extinction unless their commercial slaughter stops. but Japan. citing international scientific surveys,
disagrees. "A conservative estimate is
that there are 250,000 to 300,000
minke whales," Arai said. "We think
that’s more than before."

White House meeting ,a President
Reagan and a planning group ot the
National Security Council on Monday .
said the official, who demanded anonymity.
The decision carries out the thrust
of Reagans discussions at the Iceland
summit with Mikhail S. Gorbachev,
the Soviet leader.
The So% iets have insisted that
Reagan went turther at Reykjavik,
suggesting the United States and the
Soviet Union work to ban all strategic
nuclear weapons by 1996, not just ballistic missiles.
One official, who said U.S. records of the conversations between
Reagan and Gorbachev had not yet
been prepared, acknowledged the
president "may have said that at one
point."
But the official stressed that Reagan undoubtedly told Gorbachev many
more times he was seeking only a ballistic missile ban since this is the U.S.
position .
Among those endorsing the package at Monday’s meeting, which was
put in the form of new instructions to
chief U.S. arms negotiator May M.
Kampelman, was the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Adm. William J.
Crowe, other sources said.
With American and NATO conventional forces outnumbered in Europe by the Soviet Union and its allies,
U.S. military officials are concerned
that eliminating U.S. nuclear weapons
there would he a dangerous step

Sen. Sam Nunn. D-Ga , and others have noted that nuclear disarmament would leave the Soviets in a
commanding military position.

The decision carries
out the thrust of
Reagan’s discussions
at the Iceland summit
with Mikhail S.
Gorbachev, the Soviet
leader.
In the hours immediately following the conclusion of the summit in
Reykjavik on Oct. 12, U.S. government spokesmen indicated the all-out
elimination of nuclear weapons was
the administration position. Now they
maintain that while Reagan discussed
elimination of all nuclear arms, he
never proposed more than destruction
of all ballistic. or long-range guided
missiles, in two live-year phases.
The distinction is strategically
important because the U.S. position as
now stated would leave both sides with
substantial arsenals of cruise missiles.
nuclear bombs and tactical nuclear
weapons fired ’ruin consennonal andlerspieces

Spartaguide
Sign-ups for the Associated Stu- a.m. until 12:30 p.m. today in the StuCareer Planning and Placement is
dents Leisure Services’ trivial pursuit dent Union Montalvo Room. Call Natsponsoring a seminar on non-technical
tournament will continue through alie at 298-0204 for more information.
career options at 2:30 p.m. today in
today from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
in the A.S. Business Office. Call
The SJSU Campus Democrats the Student Union Umunhum Room.
Macy’s will conduct Christmas emmeetgeneral
at
its
Brian at 277-2858 for more informa- will hold elections
tion.
ing from noon until 1:30 p.m. today in ployment tests from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30
the Associated Students Council p.m. in the Business Classrooms,
The Associated Students of Chambers. Call Paul at 280-7225 for Room 001. The U.S. Postal Service
will conduct interviews from noon to 2
Materials Engineering will sponsor a more information.
p.m. tomorrow in the Business Classbarbecue fund-raiser open to all students and faculty from 11 a.m. until 2
The SJSU Staff for Individual rooms, Room 001. Call 277-2272 for
p.m. today at the barbecue pits next to Rights will sponsor a speech by San more inforniation.
the old Women’s Gym. Call Irene at
Francisco Supervisor Harry Britt at
The Hispanic Business Associa277-8162 for more information.
12:10 p.m. today. A panel discussion
on AIDS will he held from 12:10 until tion will have a general meeting and
The Campus Christian Center 1:45 p.m. tomorrow. Both events will guest speaker from the General Acwill sponsor a Bible study from 11:30 he in the Student Union Almaden counting Office at 5 p.m. today in the
Room. Call Martha at 277-368() for Student Union Guadalupe Room. Call
Elena at 277-9248 for more inlormamore information.
tion.
Spartan Daily
The Theatre Arts Department will
The United Campus Ministry will
conduct a professional critics forum at
Serving the San Jose State
12:30 p.m. today in the Studio hold a prayer group at 5 p.m. today in
University Community
Theatre. Call 277-2763 for more infor- the Campus Ministry. Call Natalie at
298-0204 for more information.
mation.
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The SJSU Pre-law Association
The Faculty Book Talk Series
will present SJSU political science will present a speech by Judge Conrad
Prof. Roy Young speaking on Lau- Rushing at 5 p.m. today in the Busirence H. Tribe’s book about the U.S. ness Classrooms, Room 218. Call NicSupreme Court at 12:30 p.m. today at ole at 277-8928 for more information.
the University Club. Call Prof. David
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
McNeil at 277-2595 for more informawill present the film "The Times of
tion.
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The Business/Professional Advertising Association will conduct a
media seminar at 6 p.m. today in the
Student Union Umunhum Room. Call
Cliff at 277-8148 for more information.

Outspoken will present Tom Hayden at noon tomorrow in the Student
Union Amphitheatre. Call 280-7627
for more information.

Graduate an student Jon Shutt
will present a "broken color" art show
from 6 to 8 p.m. today the Art Building. Gallery Five. Call 293-1952 for
more information.

The Christian Science Organization will hold a meeting at 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Call Julie at 272-1068 for
more information.
Campus Ministries will sponsor a
Vietnamese Bible study at 0 p.m. tomorrow at the Campus Christian Center. Call Tien Le at 270-1226 for more
information.

The School of Business is acceptThe Linguistics Association will ing applications through Friday in
Business
Tower. Room 650 for "Capresent a guest speaker at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Umun- reers in International Business." a
hum Room. Call Manju at 277-2802 symposium set for Nos-. 8 at the World
Trade Club of San Francisco. Call Rita
for more information.
at 277-3408 for more information.
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Rhetoric is not action!

Who really took
the bite out of education
in California?
Deukmejian has failed to support education
and has become the single greatest obstacle
to public education reform and growth.

El

BRADLEY
will fund building programs to reduce
class size and improve the
faculty/student ratio
has demonstrated his willingness to
meet with teacher organizations
supports child care and counseling to
help resolve dropout and delinquency
rates among students
opposes tuition in California’s
community colleges
hiss proven, innovative pro -education
record

DEUKMEJIAN

has repeatedly vetoed major funding for
education at ALL levels
more than 28 specifically provetoed
education bills sent to him by the state
Legislature and in 1985 alone vetoed
more education -related bills than any
other type of legislation
- vetoed special education programs to
help lower dropout and delinquency
in an attempt to extract funds from PEAS
for a state reserve, vetoed major funding
to community colleges
allowed
appointed Trustees who have
the CSU administration to transfer
millions of dollars out of the Instruction
budget

Your REAL support comes from TOM BRADLEY.
He vows to make funding education his top budget priority
He will restore California’s educational system to the first-rate
status it deserves!
He is CFA’s candidate for Governor
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The Afro American Student Alliance will hold a meeting at 5 p.m.
today in Buildir,g DD. Call 277-2721
for more information.

The Robotics and Automated
Manufacturing Club will hold a meeting at noon tomorrow in the Engineering Building, Room 337. Call
Richard at 724-235(1 for more information.

The Re-entry Club will sponsor a
Halloween Party from 2:30 until 4:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. Call Virginia at 2772(105 for more information.

The Choice is Clear
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p.m. today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Carmen at 2982531 for more information.
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Harvey Milk" from 5 to 7 p.m. today,
and "The Naked Civil Servant" and
"An Early Frost." from 4:30 to 8:30
p.m. tomorrow. Both will be shown in
the Student Union Almaden Room.
Call Steve at 293-4630 for more information.
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Pastor says gay is good
By Scott I.. Hamilton
Deity staff writer
Homosexuals should not feel ex
eluded Rom Christianity hecause there
is a place tor them as a qualilied group
of oppressed peoples. a gay pastor said
Monday
As part ()I j Gay and lesbian
Week panel discussion addressing the
question Is gay good?." Res Denis
Moore said there are no legitimate reasons why homosexuals should not seek
religion.
"Ws one thing to he told by society that you’re a criminal tor engaging in sanw-sey Iris irig,’ he said. "It’s
one thing to he told by a psychiatrist
that you’re sick Hui it’s another thing
to he told by theologians that there’s
no room lie you in the uniserse.
’Not only is gay good, It’s wonderful, because it shows the wonderful
variety of our creator,’’ he added.
Gays and lesbians have something unique ill offer the world because
ol their experiences, he said, pointing
as an example to the way gay men
identify their masculinity difterently
than do heterosexual men.
Moore, a pastor from the Metropolitan Community Church of San
Jose, said new paths of thought are
needed that present a less rigid way of
thinking about God, the world and
people, including h ))))) osexuals.
A group of about 20 people, including both sexes and various races,
listened and uttered questions and
comments at noon in the Student
Union Almaden Room. But no opposing views were raised during the 90minute discussion.
Concurring with additional panelists Cliveden Chew Haas, a biblical
scholar. and Ben Schalit, a member of
the Sha’ar Zaha y Congregation,
Moore attempted to support his claims
by refuting traditional biblical arguments against homosexuality
Such arguments are invalid
largely because they are based on
interpretation, the panel agreed

GAY & LESBIAN
AWARENESS
WEEK
’ ’ We need to re-examine some of
these things, because they’re had interpretations," Moore said. "They are
not in the hest tradition of scripture interpretation...
In one of his examples, Moore referred to the hook of Galatians, one of
what he said are the seven or eight
most common references.
In Galatians, a person is said to
be neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor
free, or male nor female, and such
"false ways of categorizing" are used
as barriers to limit people. Moore said.
’Iluman beings judge on outward appearance.’ he said. "God
looks at the heart."
Thus. (hid is not going to judge a
hiving relationship which is physically
expressed on the ham, sit the "particular kind of plumbing" of those involved, he said.
As a result, many homosexuals
searching for a long-term commitment
end up lonely. Moore said. Unable to
actualize heterosexual relationships,
but avoiding homosexual yearnings
because of Christian teachings, they
are trapped by irony, he said.
Chew Haas had a similar view.
Much of what pervade, such arguments is a sexual dualism. she said, in
which spiritual love is considered good
while physical lose is considered had.
Chew Haas, ss ho slid doctorate
work at the University 01 Calitorma at
Riverside, said this is a "sin of he lief." Since God is the creator .ind lie
created the hod’,, then the body can’t
he had, she said.
Regardless, people ()lien attempt
to condemn homosexuality through
such an argument because hinnosexuality is "doing what you want to
do," she said.
Schalit said his position was

doh:is:tit since, as a Jew. he
had no concept of punishment or damnation. Penalties, it necessary, come
from a person’s own consciousness, he
said.
Therefore, the threats of preachers are not terribly meaningful to him.
he said.
"Gay is good if it is good for
you." Schalk said. "You have as
much right to self-expression as the
preacher has."
Overall, Chew Haas said, the
issue in question isn’t homosexuality .
hut sexuality. "We have to look al
why we think sex itself is had," she
said.
Calling it a "regrettable neces
shy.’’ she said sex is so paradoxical
that it seems God created it because Ile
couldn’t find a better way to regenerate the race.
sonit:%k hal

’Not only is gay good.
its wonderful because
it shows the wonderful
variety of our
creator."
Pastor Denis

Moore,

Metropolitan Community Church
of San jiusr
Because ill its negative connota
tion, a scale develops around sexual t s
where none is best but a little is OK u
ills with the right person, at the riglu
time and in the right way, she said.
In the eyes ot critics, homoses
milky meets none of these criteria,
iii’, an easy target, she said.
In the end, misuse of the Bible
does not justify condemning homoses
uality, Chew Haas said, because there
are no relerences to homosexuality 111
either Hebrew or Greek translations.
’You can’t talk about something
whether in translation or not, when the
notion doesn’t exist . she said,

Intern program gives students
chance to learn state politics
By Paula Kay Christiansen
Daily staff writer
Student, can get a taste sit Calilornia politic, lirsthand by interning
with goy-eminent officials through the
Sacramento Semester Program.
For the past 10 years, government
officials ,in Sacramento have volunteered their time each semester so undergraduate students throughout the
state can eyperience Calikirnia politics
and earn a lull semester’s credit, said
Jean Torconi. program director.
Many sit its 300-plus alumni are
now working in Sacramento as lobbyist,. consultants or legislative stall
members. Torcam said.
The spring semester is open to
upper -division undergraduate students
al all Calilorma State Unisersity and
University ot California schools, she
said, and the deadline to apply is Noy
24.
Participant, 01 the program work
a minimum ill 25 hours per week in internship placement and receive 12 semester units of political science credit
(graded on a credit -no-credit basis),
she said.
’Students serve internships in
legislative, executive, private and lobbying organi7ations monitoring committees. doing research and writing . . . whatever relates to their
positions.’’ Toream said.
Past internships included positions in the executive branch and Commissions Department 01 the governor’s
office writing speeches. conducting research for the Commission on the Sta
Ws of Women and working on legisrelations
for
lative
executive
departments. she said.
Interns in the Legislature investi
gate policy issues, formulate [cps
laiive proposals and help in moviii
hills through the Legislature, she said
As lobby ists, students in the past
assumed responsibility for lobbyinr
specific bills for organi/ations and es
amined legislators’ voting records
bream said.
Students with a journalism back
ground can work as members of the
press corps, attending press couls.f
ences in the capitol, she said.

"Kim oi these students have
been placed with business, labor, environmental. feminist and public interest
groups after interning in the program. bream said.
"It is an unparalleled opportunity.
for students interested in the political
process in just about every aspect,"
she said.
Students receiye additional credit
for completing a required seminar in
California gosernment and politics.
The seminar class meets on campus
each Wednesday esening and at the

ence while in whool. Tori:atii said.
Students have the opportunity to
directly question political figures during Friday morning sessions at the capitol and are encouraged by the requirement for active participation, she
said. Campaign managers, lobbyists,
and capitol staff members supplement
the program with discussions and presentations. Torcam said.
About two dozen students Iron)
California participate in the program
each semester, she said.
Applicants to the program should
have a 3.0 grade point average. Political science or related social science
’It is an unparalleled
majors are strongly recommended hut
not required. Torcani said.
for
opportunity
Housing is available in dormitories close to campus for students who
students
apply early and apartnients are availJean Torcom, able near the school and sissy% ntown
program director near the capitol, according to intormalion from the Department of Government. California State University at
capitol on friday mornings, she said.
Sacramento.
Students are expected to particiThe program cannot cover stupate in the seminars in order to sharpen
dents’ living costs while in Sacratheir debating skills on political issues.
mento, hut some I mancial aid is availTureen) said.
able through individual campuses.
Individual written analyses of in- SJSU students interested in applying
ternship experiences are required and should consult the financial aid office
participants are tested on their total on this campus. bream said.
grasp of California politics, she said.
Terry Christensen. SJSU political
"The goal of the program is to science professor, is the representative
provide a learning experience in public for the campus and students interested
policy by immersing students into the in applying to the program should conpolitical scene." something they tact the political science office. Torwould not otherwise he able to experf cam said.
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First Interstate
raises bid
to buy BofA
SAN FRANCISCO tisPi
Interstate Bank Corp. yesterday al
temoon said it was raising its offer is,
buy BankAmerica Corp. to S22 .s
share, or about ¶3.4billion.
In a news release, First Interstate
said the higher offer, which would
swap a package of securities for each
BankAmerica share. exceeded BankA
merles ’s book value as of Sept. 30.
"We continue to believe that the
combination 01 our two institutions
provides unique and substantial advantages for the shareholders, employees
and customers of BankAmerica and
First Interstate," said Joseph 1 Pinola. First Interstate chairman and
chief executive, in a letter to the BankAmerica’s hoard of directors
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Reagan’s responsibility
Far-reaching arms accords
doomed by failure to find
solution on ’star wars’
much will now be said about the
failure of the summit in Iceland,
So
the worst since the collapse of the
Paris summit in 1960, that it is important
to keep essential facts in mind It will
become even more important as each
side attempts to twist and turn events so
that all virtue appears on its side.
Failure came because the two sides
could not agree about the Strategic
Defense Initiative. The Soviets do not
want SDI built. President Reagan hopes it
can be built, and even though it cannot be
built until long after he leaves office, he
wants no restrictions on it.
Had Reagan accepted Limits on "star
wars," the Soviets were prepared to sell
the store. In a total surprise, they
accepted the administration’s so-called
"zero option" proposal to remove all
medium -range nuclear weapons from
Europe. Secretary of State George Shultz
called it a "breathtaking reduction."
Next, both sides agreed to immediate
50 percent cuts in strategic weapons,
which would have included both missiles
and warheads. They also were close on a
nuclear test ban, and, said Shultz, "we
would have been able to work that out."
That cryptic phrase means that the Soviets had given in to US. demands for
on-site verification.

Reykjavik came within a whisker of
being the most significant U.S.-Soviet
meeting since World War II. As Shultz
began describing it at his press briefing
Sunday before he described how it had
broken down -- for one, brief, illusionary
moment it seemed exactly that.
For want of the right phrase, the summit fell apart For want of the creative
statesmanship that could have bridged
the gap, the world is condemned to go on
in its fruitless nuclear arms escalation
Instead of reducing and eliminating
nuclear weapons, we are condemned to
search for ways to defend against them.
As if such defense would be needed
without them.
The blame is Reagan’s. "Star wars,"
this fantastic scheme of his that offers the
illusion of defense against 10,000 Soviet
nuclear warheads if we will just spend
enough, has a single virtue: It is costly
enough and threatening enough to get the
Soviets to negotiate seriously.
They did that in Reykjavik. The concessions they made are impressive. In
return, they asked for only one, that the
United States continue to respect the
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, Article Five
of which commits each side "not to
develop, test or deploy" space-based
defense systems. Research only is
allowed.
Gorbachev came asking only one thing:
that America keep its word, that we continue to respect a treaty we have signed.
Reagan declined, and for that he must
bear full responsibility.

To President Ronald Reagan:
We faculty at San Jose State University express agreement with the San Jose
Mercury editorial on your responsibility for the summit breakup. We have never
believed in the values of SIN and we don’t believe that genuine disarmament
should be held hostage to its development. Please change your position so that
agreement can be reached and progress toward peace be made.
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Alston Rigter, Women’s Studies
Ted Balgooyen, Communication Studies
Jan Kelly, Communication Studies
Jo Sprague, Communications Studies
John Wintterle, History
Randall Sadler, Art
Scott Rice, English
Robert
Thamm, Sociology
Education
Messick,
Rosemary
Daniel
Goldston,
Mathematics
& Computer
Jane Boyd, Women’s Studies
Science
Mike Beeson, Mathematics
Rosemary Thorne, Library
Roxanne Howe-Murphy, Recreation & Leisure
Studies
Sponsored by S.J.S.U. faculty for Social Responsibility.
This statement has heen sent to President Reagan. if you wish to he included in the
activities of the Faculty for Social Responsibility, please contact Jack Kurzweil,
Electrical Engineering.
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parent Kenily n
Mc( iarraugh and
owner Gary Carroll
talk outside the house.
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’Pre -natal
Exercise
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Photographs by
Kenneth K. Lam

eritage Life house
By Brian Fedrow
Dady stali write

T

he conversation stopped in the parlor of the bluegray Victorian house.
A young woman walked into the room cradling
a 2 -month -old baby in her arms. All eyes were drawn like
magnets to the infant boy.
The four young women in the room took turns walking across the living room to amuse the boy by tickling his
chin or talking baby babble to hint. They all knew they
were playing out a scene from their own near future.
"I like it here because you led the love and support
of everyone," said a 26-year -old who had lived in the
house for two weeks. Someone called her from the
kitchen, where pork chops were sending out a tantalizing
aroma. "I have to go babe, but yeah. 1 like it here a lot."
All the residents of the three-story. 13-hedroom mansion will he tickling the chins of their own children within
the next few months. The young women are at various
stages of pregnancy and the home they share is their alternative to abortion.
Gary Carroll bought the old Victorian home on Third
Street two years ago with the specific purpose of turning it
into a hoarding house for unwed mothers over age 18.
Carroll, who founded Boaters Emporium on Fourth
Street when he was a teen-ager, said that he and his wife

wanted to give young women a choice other than abortion
They spent a year and about $100,000 restoring the
1906 house to make it livable for pregnant women. On
Oct. 1. the newly -opened Heritage Life Foundation for
unmarried mothers celebrated its first anniversary.
"It’s not my style to go around blowing up abortion
clinics." Carroll said about his reason for opening the
house. He added that though he is a pro-life Christian. the
women who come to the Heritage Life house aren’t forced
to adhere to his anti -abortion beliefs.
"I’m against (ricking the women into watching
graphic abortion films," he stressed. "We’re not an adoption agency or a baby factory either.
"We’re an alternative to abortion and we want to let
women make their decision in the easiest manner possible.
We support any decision they make, hut we do try and expose them to the Lord.
Carroll said a quick decision was what he needed to
buy the Victorian -style dwelling two years ago. The day it
was put up for sale, his wife Diane drove by and saw the
sign. They owned the house that night.
He said when he saw the interior, he was horrified.
He described it as it used to be - a flop house full of drug
addicts, hookers and transients and said walls were kicked
in and doors hung off hinges. When he threw the tenants

out, they would break hack into the house and try to live
there. "It was a mess." he said.
The nine months it took to refurbish the Victorian
were the result of a seemingly endless stream of
volunteers. Carroll said. Craftsmen, who volunteered
through various churches, rebuilt the shattered doors and
designed new kitchen cabinets. Beds were donated by
Holiday Inn and carpeting by Apple Computer.
A group of students from California State University
at Chico even helped rebuild destroyed parts of the home,
he said.
San Jose caught wind of his plans
When the city of
to make the house a shelter for unwed mothers,
they tried to keep it trum opening. Carroll said
the house had to he termed "a hoarding house specializing
in pregnant women over age 18 and no dictating of food
or health plans could be given to the women.
Carroll said they do provide optional exercise classes
and nutritional information to the women, hut don’t force
them to do anything. "They just want to make sure we
have healthy babies," said a red-haired woman. who
came all the way from Arizona to live in the house.
The cost and efforts for the Heritage Life Foundation
have been worth it. Carroll said. He added that the house

is dedicated to more than saving unborn babies.
He recalled one girl who said she had planned to kill
herself before she discovered Heritage Lite Foundation
and another who said her next stop was the abortion clinic
if she hadn’t found the house. Carroll doesn’t advertise,
the women who come to the house are referred by elinis
or just hear of it through the grapevine.
"One woman who was about 35 years old came here
and finally learned how to love and be loved." Carroll
said. He said her troubled life has turned around to a brand
new relationship with her mother and her young children.
who she couldn’t even face before.
Executive Director Steve Tolliver agreed that it’s
more than a question of abortion. "There’s a change in
each gal, whether they change to what we want or not.
Whether you get them right off the street or from well-todo homes, they all need support."
Tolliver said more than 20 babies have been horn to
the more than 50 women who have lived at the Heritage
Life Foundation. They have the option to keep their baby
or put hint or her up for adoption, hut once the child is
horn, the mother can’t come hack to live at the house
Carroll said he doesn’t want current pregnant women
to he influenced by seeing a mother with her child in a living situation. He said solar, about 75 percent of the
women have decided to keep their babies.
House Parent Kerrilyn MeGarraugh, who lives with
and attends the delivery of every mother, said seeing a
baby born is "the ultimate satisfaction "
You get tired though.’ ’ she added with a sigh. "At
one point, we had eight babies in a week and a hall’’ McGarraugh said the women who keep their babies aren’t
thrown out in the cold. Mother and child are channeled
into shepherding homes of couples who are willing to help
out right after birth.
"It’s a time of adjusting and getting stronger," she, .
said. "The woman look for jobs and places to stay and we
try to support them (in that prowess)’’ McGarraugh said
that during the pregnancy. the women have "big sisters,"
who take them out to lunch and do things that an older sibling would do for "little vi".’’
But Carroll said he knows that raising the baby isn’t
the option that every woman would choose, and the possibility of an unhappy mother battering her child makes
adoption an acceptable alternative. The women who aren’t
going to keep their babies can choose the parents through
"private adoption." They receive 10 to 12 resumes in
which prospective adoptive couples describe themselves.
"When we (administrators) have meetings, the girls
babysit my adopted kids, so they see adopted babies aren’t
given to the hoogeyman.’ he said.
women receive a big shock when they find out
The
that babies don’t just sit there and look cute, Carroll
said. "They expect habits to be just a bundle of
love, hut they realize babies aren’t all fun. Babies are just
takers. The only thing they give are dirty diapers."
Carroll said the adoption choice is purely an individual one, but some mothers know right away what they’re
going to do.

One of the Ilerilage House Foundation’s residents has her thoughts and one of the mansion’s thirteen bedrooms to herself while her t w 0 roommates fis dinner.
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Above: Fitch bedroom door is neatly painted. Right: A boarder prays after Bible study.

"I’m keeping mine," the 26 -year-old said. "No
matter what happens, I’m going to provide for my baby
through thick and thin " She said living at the Heritage
Life house has given her a sense of responsibility she
didn’t have before.
"We learn how to live on a certain amount of money
and how to save money to pay hills," she said, adding that
rent for a room at the house is $250 per month.
Most of the women receive financial assistance in the
lorm of MediCal or welfare, and some have outside johs
One woman is a secretary and another runs her own bum
ness during the day and lives at Heritage Life Foundation
at night for the support system II provides.
"les good to be around other women during pregnancy," said a brown -haired woman. "because we’re all
going through the same aches and pains. It’s good for
someone who thought of having an abortion."
An older woman with tight brown curls said the
house offers freedom in a time ot crisis.
"A lot of us came here as an alternative to some sort
of (women’s) shelter," she said. She explained that the
women have liberal curfews of 10:30 p.m. on weeknights
and 2 a.m. on weekend nights. In addition, the women
"sign out" when they are leaving the house, and can
spend up to three nights a month out of the house with
friends or relatives.
The young woman from Arizona chose the Heritage
Life Foundation to keep her relatives from lighting. "Everybody wanted me to live with them. but instead we
found this place.’’
Tolliver said all of the house residents aren’t as
lucky. "Some don’t have understanding families or any
family life at all." he said, adding that some of the women
who have showed up at the house left because they just
couldn’t fit in to the group lifestyle. HUI he said some have
found the women at the house as supportive as relatives.
"You need something when your family doesn’t
want to have anything to do with you.- the brown -haired
woman said.
’We get along pretty well,’’ said the redhead from
Arizona. "We have our spats like everyone else ’
The women at the Heritage Life house made tough
decisions to make sure their babies are horn The child in
the womb doesn’t know the adversity that it has already
faced, hut when arrival day comes, that infant will be one
of the luckiest alive
He or she will have a group of pregnant women ready
to make baby the center of attention.
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Four-man secondary helps
gambling ’46’ defense pay off
By Greg St ry ker
Daily staff writer
The Spartan "46" defense is a
gambling. attacking defense that
leaves one group ol players in one-onone situations with some of the most
talented offensiv e players in college
loitihall
While the linebackers and linemen are crunching quarterbacks and
running hacks, their teammates ate left
in a wide-open field with nobody
hacking them up. They make up the
final wall of the Spartan defense.
The defensive secondary.
Cornerbacks K.0 (lark and John
King. rover Greg Cox. and tree safety
Ryan Rasnick make up the quartet that
probably has the toughest job in the
Spartan defensive scheme.
These guys take pride in their
coverage and their ability to punish opposing receivers and hacks. Cox said
Clark has named them the "Pit
Bulls "
’Once we get a hold, we don’t let
go,’’ Cox said.
They’ve also come up with nicknames or three ot the four. Rasnick is
called "The Exterminator," Cox is
named "The Terminator." and Clark
is called ’’The Dominator. ’’ They’re
suit looking tor a name for King.
"As a defensive hack, you have
to hit them (receiversi and make them
respect you," Clark said. "You have
to put a little fear in their hearts and intimidate them."
Rasnick likes the contact too.
"I like to hit the receivers a lot,"
Rasnick said. "Me and Cox are
usually the enforcers in the middle. If
they catch the hall we more or less
punish them."
Defensive coordinator Sam Gruneisen has helped form the improved
Spartan defense that’s ranked sixth in
the nation against the run. The defense
has also allowed 7.5 fewer points and

87.6 fewer yards per game than it did
last season.
Gruneesen said the players realize
that the "46" defense, with its eight to nine -man front, puts a lot of the
pressure on the secondary. But nobody’s complaining.
"They’ve taken this defense to
heart with a lot of pride," Gruneisen
said. "They want to do well, and they
make good things happen. We’re
really proud of their contribution to the
team effort."
’We gamble," Clark said.
"Sometimes we lose, and most of the
time we win. It pays off because we
get a lot of hits on the quarterback. If
we’re not sacking him, he’s hurrying.
That’s the key to our defense."
"It gives us a chance to prove
ourselves," Rasnick said. "It shows
us who’s the better player one-on-one.
I like it a lot. The recievers go one-onone with the corners, which leaves me
tree. So, all I get to do is hit people."
Gruneisen profiled each of the
four:
Rasnick "Ryan is a redshin
freshman, and an 18 -year-old out there
playing like he’s been playing all his
life." Gruneisen said. "He’s extremely tough and durable.
"He’s learning what the game’s
about from the scheme point of view,
hut he knows what the game’s about
from the hitting point of view. He’s
only going to get better. He does need
weights because of the high-speed collisions he’s involved in."
Rasnick has been involved in
guile a few collisions this season. He’s
second on the team in tackles with 63.
King
"He has the experience
(he’s a senior) and the talent to he a
very good corner." Gruneisen said.
"He’s really improved his coverage.
He’s playing with a lot of confidence,
and he’s willing to meet up with anybody."

turn

left, John King, Ryan Rasnick, Greg Cox and K.C. Clark who make

King is sixth in tackles with 39.
He is tied for the team lead in interceptions with four, and his 6 deflectiom
paces the team
Cox
"He’s become a very
good man-to-man coverer," Grunei
sen said. "He has become our communication leader. He studies hard. He
studies his game plan and his scouting
report. He knows what’s going to happen on every down and distance formation, and he communicates it very
well.
’He’s an avid weightlifter. He’s

SJSU to take on last-place Chico
By Greg Stry ker
Daily staff writer
The lourth-place Spartan field hockey team will try to
!nosier sonic offensive punch and even their conference record at 3-3 when they host last -place Chico State at 3 p.m.
today on the South Canipus field.
(
2-3) is coming off a 3-0 loss to Pacific
IISJSU
dikem out of the playoff hunt. The Spar- that all hut
tans’ main Mem this season has been a lack of scoring.
The team has scored six goals in five conference games.
SAL, coach Catiw In Lewis said the team is looking for
offensive consistemv .ind momentum for next year.
’We’re going to try to decrease the number of errors
and really try to push as much scoring punch as possible."
Lewis said. "We’re getting the lost shot off. hut we’re not
getting the second. What we’re trying to do now is finish
strong and get momentum for next year. We don’t want to
lose to Chico. It would he nice to even our record.’’
Junior midfielder Mace Savelkoul also talked about
getting off second shots
"We’re getting the shots, but we need to work on the
rebounds." Savelkoul said. "It’s not just the forwards. The
molt ’elders should be there for the rebounds also."
Speaking of scoring problems, the Chico State offense
hIls been downright anemic. The Wildcats (0-3-2) have
scored only two goals this season. Their main weapon may
he their goalkeeper. Karin Kolnes. Kolnes and the Chico
defense have allowed just six goals.
The Spartans heat the Wildcats, 2-1. in Chico earlier
this season, as forward Sheyrl Sorg scored both goals. Sorg

’We’ve talked about this, us
freshmen, and we’re definitely not
going to let them (the Wildcats)
push us around.’

Denise Wender Daily staff photographer
up SJSU’s defensive secondary call themselves the "Pit Bulls"

a very good athlete with great strength, a kw halls thrown over hint, hut like I
explosion and quickness. He has a told hint, it was meant to he (with the
knack for tackling and a real future "46" defense). He takes it, he doesn’t
complain and he does his job.
ahead of him."
Cox leads the team with 74
"He’s our leader. He’s the epittackles, and he ran an interception omy ol what our defense is and what
hack 51 yards for a touchdown against it’s accomplishing Ile’s a tremendous
Utah State.
competitor who vs ill give his body up.
Clark -- "I don’t have anything You cm11 count on him, and he knows
hut praise for him." Gruneisen said. it. He play , his heart out."
"He does everything for us, he’s an
Clark is fourth in tackles with 49
inspirational leader. He knows only and. like King. has tour interceptions
one speed, and that’s full speed.
Cox talked about the bond be"It’s unfortunate that he’s gotten tween the four and the sport itself.

We’ re t ight ’ Cox said. "You
spend so much time together, and you
would think after football is over you
would vs nit to get away from each
other. But, you spend so much time together that it’s hard to have a lot of
outside friends.
"It’s like we’re comrades. It’s a
war. Football’s a war. Every game’s a
battle. At the end of the season, that
determines who won the war."
With the "46" defense, these
fitis certainly know what it’s like to
he attacked.

UCLA coach fears overconfidence vs. Beavers
LOS ANGELES ( API
UCLA coach Terry Donahue realizes his Bruins are expected to easily
handle Oregon State when the teams
meet Saturday at Portland. Ore.
And he realizes that after the
Bruins lace the Beavers. games

against Stanford. Washington and
Southern California. all of w hom
figure to provide them ,A ith still
challenges, complete their schedule.
But, he stressed Monday at his
weekly meeting with reporters, he’s
only thinking about Oregon State

this week, and he hopes his players
will do the same.
"This is going to he a hard
game for us psychologically." Donahue said. I have to educate our
players that Oregon State will be a
difficult opponent

Tina Royce,
SJSU midfield/hack
leads the SJSU offense with six conference goals.
SJSU freshman midfield/hack Tina Royce said the
younger players need to get more aggressive physically and
mentally to he successful.
"We are not playing mentally tough." Royce said. "I
personally get intimidated out there. and I know Gina (Donofrio) does too. It’s really hard for us because we’re so
young.
"We’ll let them get the ball. We’re being pushed
around. I get pushed around, and I’m not going to let them
gei away with it. We’ve talked about this, us freshmen, and
we’re definitely not going to let them push us around.
Savelkoul said this season is a learning experience.
"I see it as a building season." Savelkoul said. "We
have a young group. and I think it’s going lobe a good season next year.
"We really have to win this one. We can’t he No. I
any more, hut we really want to win. We’ve heat them before, so I don’t see why we can’t heat them this time, especially at our home field.

Two ways to leave
the pack behind.
Si

Soccer team aiming for second straight win
By Len ( !Man
Daily stall writer
The Spartan soccer team hosts
Pacific Soccer Conference rival Santa
Clara at 8 tonight in Spartan Stadium.
SJSU is coming off a 2-1 upset
victory against California on Saturday
and is looking to even its record for the
fifth lime this season.
The Spartans are 6-7-3 on the
year. 1-3 in the PSC. while the Broncos are 5-6-4 overall. 0-1-3 in the conference.
Santa Clara is also fresh off of a
victory. heating Sacramento State, 20, last weekend.
"I think we’ve fatally got it together," Santa Clara coach Steve
Sampson said. "We’ve really jelled
since we tied Fresno State on October
11
After the tie with Fresno State.
the Broncos heat BYLI. 5-0. SJSU heat
the Cougars. 2- I. Oct. 13.
Santa Clara then lost to USF. 1-0,
before tying California.
SJSU coach Julie Menendez said
Santa Clara is a tough team.
’Santa Claras been in some real
tight games lately and they’ve been
playing pretty tough.’’ Menendez
said. "Although their record is not real
good, they’ve been improving."
The Broncos’ top scorer is Dave
Palk, with four goals and five assists.
"He’s really playing well for us,
and so is Eric Yamamoto in goal."
Sampson said.
Yamamoto has a 0.89 goals against average, with five shutouts.
Sampson said the team is playing
real well defensively and is also getting some good production from its
front line.
.
The SJSU-Santa Clara meeting
has become a big rivalry.
"It’s a strong rivalry that means a
lot to both teams." Sampson said.
"11’11 help the younger players carry
some confidence into next year.

I hi. Spartans have won tour out
of the past five meetings between the
two, including a 1-0 win last year.
Another interesting fact about this
game is that Sampson played at SJSU
in 1977 and 1978 under Menendez.
"I respect Julie Menendez tremendously. He’s one of the finest
coaches in the country," Sampson
said.
SJSU has been playing without a
Few of its regular starters over the past
few weeks and is pretty beaten up, hut

the team should be lairly healthy going
into tonight’s contest.
Menendez said Rich Rollins, who
played half the game against California, will probably be able to play another half against the Broncos.
Scott Chase. Rob Allen and Larry.
Norris are all likely to play despite intones. Allen Picchi, who was out with
an ankle injury, got hit in the eye and
needed stitches, hut is also expected 141
play tonight, the coach said.

1/2 Price
for SJSU
(with SJSU I D
Only $21.95
for Computerized Diagnostics
(Includes hard copy print out)

Also Complete Car Repair
Front End
Brakes
Tune-ups
Transmissions
Engines Rebuilt
Alignments
General Repair

.
ywnd
th, tool, and u
,
Myr 41, le al, ha ma;
Tr’ilJ spmi tounng Mir

Enter October 1 - October 31
STA RV\ N
1;00KSTOR);.

SPARTAN SIMMS 151’.

J 111 C Diagnostics
8 Minutes from SJSU
75 Ptelan Ave., Unit B
at Monterey Hwy.
Across from B of A
408-298-7758

help you work
better, faster and
smarter.
You’ll also qualify to
win a Trek’ 12-speed touring
bike. Just by showing up.
What’s more, you’ll walk
away with a free bicycle cap.
And the knowledge that
you can dramat
ically change
the course of
History. Biology. And whatever else
you may be studying.
Macintosh and aTrek bike.
Both will do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you
anywhere you want to go.

From grade
point averages to
gad school applications to preparing
for the (gasp) real world,
there’s one thing that
stands out about higher
education.
The higher the education, the stiffer the
competition.
But don’t despair.
Apple’ has two ways to make sure
the competition eats your dust.
Just take part in a five minute
demonstration of the Macintoshn’
personal computer.
You’ll see how Macintosh can
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campus a look
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Good, clean fun

SJSU reaches out to minorities

Denise Wendler Daily staff
Spartan offspring try to drum up business for
a carwash held last Saturday and Sunday at

photographer

Spartan City. From left, Carli Corona. their part to raise funds for a liallowetn
Logan, and Nicole and Camille Johnson do party set for Friday night at Spartan (’ity.

Second A.S. Print Shop to open soon
By Amy L. liatiatali
Daily staff writer
Once renovation is completed, an
extension of the Associated Students
Print Shop should begin operations in
mid -November.
The new print shop, which is near
the bakery and pub area, will he an advantage for students. said Paul Lee.
manager of both print shops.
Not only is the new shop more
visible and accessible hut "prices will

ioinpetito.c with other (copy ing
services)." Lee said. "We will be a
lot better because we have brand new
machines."
More room to operate will also
help students. Lee said. He said the
new site can fit twice as many machines as the present print shop, on the
lower floor of the Student Union
The present print situp lk ill he
used as a workshop for onset printing.
and typesetting orders. Lee said.

Earth Toys’ final receipts
leave closed store in the red
By Amy L. Pahalan
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students sold
all the used ski and camping equipment from its Earth Toy s store hut
failed to break even on the venture
by $2.231.
The receipts from the "Going
out of Business’’ sale total
$21,b69, said A.S. Business Administrator Jean Lenart. The value
of the items sold is estimated at
$23.900, she said.
"I think we did quite well."
Lenart said. Although the sale was
held from March to May, the A.S.
sold the remaining equipment early
in the summer, she said.
The A.S. originally bought the
Earth Toys equipment at wholesale
prices from ski shows, hut sold the
items at a discount rate. Lenart
said.
Lenart said $20.(XX) of the
money from the sale has been included in the A.S. 1986-87 budget.
"The rest (of the money) over
and above expenditures has been
reverted to the A.S. general fund,"
Lenart said. Such expenditures include salaries of people who were
employed during the sale, she said.
The money from the Earth
Toys sale did not go into any specific account, A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramontes said.

"The money was re -allocated
into all of the accounts. It became
part of the whole," Miramontes
said.
Earth Toys. an A.S. business.
had operated at a loss since its 1974
opening.
The A.S. closed the doors on
the campus ski shop in March after
reports indicated that if the store
were to remain open. it would only
result in worsening deficits.
Earth Toys’ space, which the
A.S. sublease!, from Spartan
Shops, was the subject of controversy upon its closure. Both the
A.S. and Spartan Shops wanted to
use the location - - in the Old Cafeteria Building next to the pub-bakery area this semester.
However, after three months
of negotiations the A.S. reached a
leasing agreement with Spartan
Shops in late August.
Earth Toys’ former site is the
new home of the A.S. Print Shop,
an extension of the present shop in
the ground floor of the Student
Union.
After construction is completed, the new print shop, which
will handle regular and self-service
copying, may open in mid -November, said print shop manager Paul
Lee.

The Varsity Sport of the Mind

(’instruct nit is needed he lore the
print shop opens, Lee said. He said he
hopes the construction will cost no
more than $12,000.
’It’s not a whole lot. It’s just the
basic setup, nothing elaborate.’ Lee
said.
Barbara Pluta, SJSU design and
construction manager, said construction will include lighting and floor repairs, reconstruction of walls due to
damage hy termites in the old paneling, and a special duct to draw the
heat away front the print equipment.
Pluta said bids for the construction were issued last week.
"Five contractors have picked up
drawings and bids v. ill he awarded to
the lowest bidder. which is pretty
good." Pluta said. "Often with propeels of a smaller site, we get about
three contractors."
Pluta added contractor bids will
he submitted to the university tomorrow morning and the contract awarded
to the lowest bidder.
She said the decision to choose
contractors will take place a soon as
the bids are submitted.
Pluta said. "We are eager to get

the protect going and ,Ac vi ant i he construction done as quickly as possible’’
The new print shop is ia,iiitng
delivery of four new coping machines, Lee said.
He said one of the new copiers is
a $30.000 Kodak machine. It is capable of large volume copying, such as
fliers. The other three machines are
Toshiba sell - seri. ice copiers. each
priced at $4,000, he said.
The print shop will occupy the
space formally used for the A.S.-run
Earth Toys. a campus ski and recreation store

By Manj Martin
Asian. Hernandez said. A large perDaily stall writer
centage of these students do not go on
More than I(X) uneasy parents to universities. Consequently, the
feel relaxed now that they have ex- Eastside school district has made
plored SJSU’s campus.
reaching minority parents a major
Parents of minority students, par- commiument, he said.
ticularly parents horn in foreign counNearby high schools represented
tries, are often afraid to send their chil- at the conference earlier this month
dren off to a university because they were Andrew Hill, James Lick, Mt.
are not familiar with American rules Pleasant, Oak Grove, Overfelt, Piedand customs, said Betty Sundherg, mont Hills, Santa Teresa. Silver
SJSU director of student recruitment.
Creek, Yerha Buena and IndepenFor the second year. SJSU’s Stu- dence. all of which have a large Hisdent Outreach program hosted a series panic and Asian student body, Hernanof workshops designed to introduce dez said.
parents of minority students in the
The workshops explained general
Eastside Union High School District to counseling services, financial aid servthe university’s student services.
ices and health services. In addition,
Because of fear, financial disabil- community professionals offered adity and low community expectations, vice about parental participation in
the problem of attracting and keeping university preparation and outlined
minority students here is an ongoing what the university expects from miproblem. Sundberg said. Her position nority sItItlents.
as SJSU’s student recruitment director
Various studies have indicated
was created last year because of the that the involvement of parents in the
problem, she said.
decision to attend college is the deterImmediately after its creation, mining factor in a student’s success.
Sundberg’s department began plan- Sundherg said. Therefore. SJSU has
ning the workshops in conjunction made community involvement with
Ns 1111 the Eastside school district. SJSU district parents a number one priority,
is the university closest to eastside she said.
high school students.
In response to the increased enrollment requirements in the California
The district has been conducting State University system which will
parent conference sessions at nearby begin in the fall of 1988, the chancelcolleges and universities for the past lor’s office began requiring a survey of
seven years, said John Hernandez. di- high schools statewide, to determine
rector of the district’s state and federal whether they are providing courses in
funding program. In previous years the required subjects. Sundherg said.
parents have visited the University of SJSU sent inquiries to 39 local high
California campuses and local commu- schools recently. Sundherg said.
Sometimes high schools make it
nity colleges including West Valley
difficult for students to schedule all the
College, he said.
The district’s enrollment is about required classes within the usual fourone-fourth Hispanic and one-filth year time period, she said.

A DIFFERENT SET OF JAWS . . .

Earth Toys closed last semester
after operating at a loss for 10 years.
A.S. subleases the Earth Toys
space from Spartan Shops, which
leases it from the university.
The closure of the ski shop
sparked a struggle between the two because both wanted to use the space.
After three months of negotiations. the
A.S. and Spartan Shops reached an agreement in August to extend the A.S.
Print Shop.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Plus Dead Zone
Wed. Night Cinema
S.J.S.U. Ballroom
7 and 10 p.m.
$2.00

Correction
The Spartan Daily incorrectly reported yesterday that SJSU student
Lance Huhlow aided campus police in an arrest.
Jason hies and Mark Rink were the students who assisted unisersity
police.
Hublow was quoted throughout the story; comments attributed to hini
were actually made by Jiles.

$ak

We will be selling popcorn oh boy!
kinded

by Associated Students

CASUAL AND CHRISTMAS
EMPLOYMENT

13( MKSTORE &
ART SUPPLY

COLLEGE
BOWL

U.S.MAIL
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WILL BE
OUTLINING JOB REQUIREMENTS AND

FOR A QUICK 10 POINTS-

When will the College Bowl on Campus Intramural
Tournament take place?

ANSWER

November 14, 1986

FOR A 20 POINT BONUS

Sign up your team of four players before
November 10, 1986 at the Student Union
Information Center.

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS ON CAMPUS FOR

01,
ati
\efat4i’nf
avoie0 Od

CASUAL (TEMPORARY) POSITIONS FOR

CLERKS &
MAILHANDLERS
55.00 per hour. Must be able to lift up to 70 lbs. and able to
work any one of 3 shifts including Sat., Sun., & Holidays.
(Minimum 4 hours per shift.)
First group interview begins at 12:00 Noon
Second group interview begins at 1:00 PM in
BUSINESS CLASSROOM 001

for more information call 277-9588 or 277-3228

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1986

Put your mind to it!

330 south Iptith at san (-Arius

286-thl’ir

For more information, contact
Career Planning and Placement at
277-2277

Page
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Parking problems
prompt capitalism
Ili D.tti Kier
Daily stall writer
An I I th Street entrepreneur is trying to turn
a little extra space into a little extra money.
Mary Maxwell, who lives on I I th Street
near San Fernando, wants to make the most of
the free -enterprise system. She is following in
the footsteps of such great American innovators
as Henry Ford, Steve Wozniak and Gary Dahl,
the inventor of the pet rock.
All she is trying to do is make a little out of
a lot --- a parking lot.
Maxwell and her husband Eric are renting
two parking spaces in front of their house for $25
a month. One space was rented at the beginning
01 the semester, and the other has not been rented
yet.
"This is my big attempt to be a capitalist,’’
Maxwell said. "We’ve been fin San Jose) for
nine years. and all I do is pay. pay, pay. I
thought it was time to make some money off this
place."
Maxwell said she got the idea to rent the
spaces front a student who was going door-todoor a year ago, asking to rent a parking place.
The student did not return to reclaim his
space this year, so she decided to put an advertisement in the Spartan Daily.
s well said she has not worked since her

Alan Dep Daily

stall photographer

Nlary Maxwell, who hasn’t worked since son kalen’s birth, hopes
to rent this parking space to supplement her family ’s income.

Committee to deal
with Rec Center
Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
With Rec Center construction
now under way. the Student Union
board of directors is giving special attention to a committee that will deal
with the center.
In his annual report to the hoard
released last week, Student Union Director Ron Barrett listed working on
the project lop among his goals for the
1986-87 year.
Specifically, Barrett said he
wished to stress the following this
year:
Finalizing a staff plan for dealing with the center.
Developing initial policy for
Ii e center.
Publicizing progress to the
..impus community.
In the report and at the Sept. 30
SUBOD meeting. Barrett said he anticipated two areas that would require
special consideration: policy formation, especially for the aquatic center.
which may he completed by next summer: and determination ot a fee structure or non -student use.
At that meeting. Barrett asked the
hoard to consider how it would like to
deal with the center this year

’We (SUBOD) have to
decide what we want
to do when that big

’Over the next year to
18 months, this board
will be involved in a
series of significant
decisions tied together
in this new building.’
J. Handel Evans,
SjSt exectitiv

lee president

"( her the next year to 18
months, this hi raid will he involved in
a series ol significant decisions tied together in this new building... Exans
said.
think it is important that those
involved has e i major interest in each
of these decisions."
Such a oninillee would hare a
vested interest in the center, and ii
tions could be accounted for as it
ported hack to the board, he said.
Alter Barrett confirmed the
hoard’s ability to create such a coinnuttee. a motion to create one passed
unanimously.
According to SUBOD chairman
Marcus Aiu, hoard members volunteered enthusiastically for the committee. Every student on the board signed
up. as well as three administrative
members, he said.

As the center comes closer and
closer to a reality, he said, "we (members of SUBOD) have to decide what
we want to do when that big thing be
pins operating over there.
The hoard is the governing hody
for the $20 million multipurpose Student Union Recreation and Events
Center.
The center was approved by student vote in March 1983
Since the Kee Center was first
,onsidered, the hoard has formed
special committee each year to deal
specifically with Rec Center matters.
Barrett said.
As a possible alternative. Barrett
suggested turning over Rec Center
questions to the hoard’s House and Fi
nance committees.
Each question could he steered to
one or the other depending on its nature.
Barrett pointed out that regardless
of which arrangement the hoard chose.
its role would he limited to advising
the hoard
SUBOD would remain the final
decision -making group, he said.
Although no decision was
reached at that time, the topic was
again raised at the Oct. 14 meeting At
that time. Barrett said he was not sure
which alternative to pursue, and he
asked the hoard for guidance.
1. Handel Evans. SJSU executive
vice president, said delaying the decision further would he inappropriate because of the project’s importance
Instead. Evans said he supported
forming a standing committee because
of its scrutiniting abilities and its accountability.
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"NOT PUNT, YOU IDIOT! BUNT!! BUNT!!"

’Touch shopping’ new fad
fRK (AP)
NF.ks
"Smart boxes’’ that enable customers to "browse" shopping malls and retail stores electronically and "touch shopping" via computerind electronic machines is a fast-growing trend, reports a New York based marketing compan).
Some MOM of the electronic devices are already installed across the nation, and within four years the number
will more than double to 70.000. according to the Howard
Marlboro Group.

WATeac..IJ 1%4 LLE-172(..s.

sal et) guidelines to tollow on Halloween.
"We want to compare the
haunted house to walking around at
night.- Baker said. "We want to
promote the buddy system."
He said the children will walk
through the house two at a time and
will he asked questions along the
way.
The children will not he permitted to proceed through the house
unless they can answer the questions. Baker said an example of the
questions to he asked is reciting the
alphabet.
"But we’ll help them along
the way," Baker said.
Each child can have his cancb
checked by fraternity members
after walking through the house
The fraternity will be giving away.
candy and pri/es as well.
Phi Beta Sigma. at 279 E. San
Fernando St., will hold the event
from 7:30 to 10 on Halloween
night. There will he a $1 per person
donation to cover supplies. Baker
said.
The fraternity has IS members
and several graduate members who
will participate in the event.

BEYOND EHE EDGE Produced Written and Directed by WARREN MILLER
Olt eclut ut Pbolngraphy DON BROUN Executive Piuducet PAUL GONGAWARE
Must Supervisor BROOKS ARID OR A WARREN MILLER i
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 19 / 8:00pm

SANTA CRUZ CIVIC AUDITORIUM
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29/ 789:30pm

SAN JOSE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
TICKETS NOW AT [113-1(4 IS) 762 PASS (408) 998.8ASS
AND FOR SAN JOSE SHOW AT BOX OFFICE (408) 286-2600 AND AT ALL
HELM OF SUN VALLEY STORES IN SAN JOSE.

Dressing up
for the drive
PORTLAND. Ore
AP)
America’s growing number of antique
car enthusiasts have created a demand
tor such nostalgic motoring items as
visored caps, leather cloaks, goggles.
rubberized suits and dresses.
Also among the classic accessories sought for tailgate parties and picnics is the motor robe. which Bill
Nance. do ’,tonal sales manager for
Pendleton Woolen Mills, says is still
being manufactured today.
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Macintosh Plus $1399
$63/month"

thing begins operating
over there.’
Ron Barrett,
Student Union director
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baby’s birth 20 months ago. She came up with
the idea not only to help out with the family income, hut also to help students
The Maxwells read about campus parking
problems in a copy of the Spartan Daily their tenant brought home.
The cost of parking in a campus garage
every weekday is $15 a month. Maxwell acknowledges her parking space is more expensive
than the garages hut is quick to point out that her
space will he available to potential renters every
day, and the renter will not have to scrounge for
quarters.
The approximately 5.800 on -campus parking spaces are usually filled by midday, according to Henry Orhach. director of SJSU Traffic
and Parking Operations.
Maxwell is offering an alternative to the
daily parking place hunt.
"My landlord recently came out and cut
down all the hushes in the front of my house, so I
have a lot of room for parking in the yard.’’
Maxwell said. She said she was a hit surprised
she had such a small response to her ad, considering the parking situation downtown.
"I am definitely planning on running the ad
again in January, at the beginning of next semester.- Maxwell said. "I hope I get a better response ..

Phi Beta Sigma treats
kids to safe Halloween
Janell Hall
Daily stall writer
Children will have a chance to
have a safe Halloween this year.
thanks to an SJSU fraternity.
Phi Beta Sigma will hold a
haunted house on Friday night as
well as a candy check service to advise children who have been trick or-treating what candy is sale to
eat.
"We’re trying to cut down the
risks children have by trick -or." said Chris Baker. the
Iraternit ’s president.
"We will be giving s
checks and go over with the kids
what iiuit is suspicious." he said.
Fraternity members will examine each child’s candy and separate it into two categories: "sussuspected
safe
and
pected
suspicious, ’ Baker said.
Candy with open or tampered
wrappings, as well as fruits and
baked goods, would he considered
"suspicious. he said.
The members will advise children as to which candy should not
he eaten.
Baker said the haunted house
will try to educate children on
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!Macintosh 5I2k Enhanced
$1055 or $48 month*

CHRISTMAS EMPLOYMENT

NIMIM

Macys California will be accepting
applications and testing on
campus for a variety of Christmas
positions.
Sales
Stock
Giftwrap
From 11:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
in Business Classroom

col

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 29th
Testing Times:

11:30 -

12:30

12:45-

1:45

Ours ii pdrrlcni nc,essary

SPARliA N
SPARTAN SHOPS

IN)’.

Service is our Major

2:00 -3:00
3:30-4:30

mccvs

Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement.
For more information call: 277-2272

AVAILABLE AT

CONIPUITIVELECTRONICS DEPARTNIE\T

Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc and is uscd with espies% permission of its owner
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Campus

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Yesterdaily
/ant questioned their authority to legally operate.
The dorm stores offered regular
sodas for 50 cents and Hansen’s Natural sodas for 60 cents. Both are 10
cents less than Spartan Shops prices.

Sigma Nu fraternity member,
Terry Hickman, Mark Peachy an,
Peter Krug are recovering from star
wounds after a scuffle with two met
who entered and refused to leave the
fraternity’s house Saturday.
One of the men was later arrested
Last week, two Allen Hall resiby San Jose police. The other man. dents aided a woman who was being
who was not invoked in the struggle. followed by a man who allegedly hafled on foot. according to members of rassed her on her way to class. A San
the fraternity.
Jose man was arrested and is being
held on $750 bail at county jail, said
Mini -stores in six campus resi- university police Chief Lew Schatz.
dence halls were closed last week by
University Housing Services idler
Bill Honig, state superintendent
Spartan Shops General Manager Ed
of public instruction, said California

PUNNU 1NE Al/LUNNlif
MAN ASV FOWL NNW 50U6/17
AN0 5h1AREP WIVES

needs to get tough with its educational
standards during his visit to SJSU Friday. While he was here, he also took
stands on Proposition 61 and other
measures on the Nov. 4 ballot.

ADULT (X X X) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE! Cell 256-0724 (recording)
legal your copy 245,. FREE
CHILD

ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM. Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunt.r Intern In world renowned local

program

Counseling.

support
services, edmin data processing,
public awareness. fund-rsising.
etc Di- & mono-lingual, all ma(ors. grad & undergrad Eopenante from clerical to post -grad
intro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Box
952, S.J 95108. 280-5055
RESEARCH PAPERS 15.278 AVAIL
ABLE! Catalog $200 Research.
11322 Idaho.
2060T Los An
gales
90025
VISA MC
COD.(213) 477E474

or

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE!. San Jose. best
BUGS All guerenteediff 100.
Cell VW Restora-

tion at 297.8200 1290 discount on
vehicle purchase w unez ID
’77 BUICK REGAL red white 118 air
ern /m cassette
lIcense paid
$1400. 249-5901
75 HONDA 550F. fairing

2 helmets
$900 Call 275-1460 after 6prn

’74 FORD COURIER runs great snow
tires, shell, 105K miles 5900
Phone 379-3585 370-2626.

COMPUTERS
APPLE

MACINTOSH

USERS
l aserWrrter

Rent
Plus

Ihne on a
printer
Wordprocessing
and
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR at 358.7717 Pickup
and delivery
quality work,

Reasonabie rates

COMPUTER EASE Compri.r time or
private instruclion on the IBM PC
In Wordstar wordperlect wrrting
...Went or professronel editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227-1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS
Porlablee0SBORN-TRS-80
formats
Pro
Word

Over 500 Disk
$1400
disk

Tapes
ceasorsMag
Prompt Service PU & Denver,/
Creative
Date
ices
14081866.6080

GYMNASTIC

INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED, 55 67.16 56 hr Part time
Saturdays, then3prn Santa Clore
Parks & ROC . 984-3257

Sports

AZ,/
EXOTIC snr,ter ’MAW
05010197 Witt KEPE/11
At4PRYING AGAIN

The Spartan volleyball team’s Pacific Coast Athletic Association record
fell to 7-4 after losing two of three
conference matches ’on the road last
week.

,

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz
.1 AGILITY’ TEST -14001
Fast’ CAN IOU

Gotria hit du?

Sera

IBM XT COMPATIBLE 256k 7 drives
monitor keyboard MG P 5695
8400. 20MB hard dick drive
51095 Dot
Letter dual.
ity. $295 One block nom campus
404 S 3rd St 2 corner of San
Salvador PC-COM 295.1606

monitor. keyboard
matrix printer 5240

FOR SALE
DATA BANK with elann system Maw
features 1 Alarm reminder Ms.
torn (making schedule, meeting
timing) 2 Date file system !phone
no . price list

storage) 3 110
4
Precision
digit calculator
quasi C1OCII Details. send $2 10
Robinson Spec 1025 N 86th SI.
Birmingham Ala 35206
FUTONS., Quality cotton products
Create your own Irving & sleeping
awe with our futons pillows
end frames Custom Futons 8 PII.
lows Pius. 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center at Saratoga & Campbell
Av..). San Jose, 378.5646 10.
discount on Futons with this ad
I SELL ONLY ONE model and size
(23") of bike, but you can own a
new 12 -speed for less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales otters low
cost transportation needs for the
student 30 day guarantee All
sales final Cell Days 942.7736
Effie 293-4780 AM for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Borrow them from us, Real Estate
Motivational. Sales & Burmese
horns-study courses Hundreds
to choose from, We’ll also accept
any used courses for credit to
weird the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
(800)824.2222 132

PART

TIME

work?
Togo’s at 900 N Eget St is hiring
for day time positions Please call
287-4570 or Inquire within

McDONALD’s NOW HIRING, Premium
pay hours flexible around school
schedule Tvzo-flve days, 10-35
hrs wk interviews M-F 3-4prn
Contect Mike or Lucy at 356-3005.
15475 Los Gatos Blvd
PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP, National
firm
preparing
for
Christmas work and semester
break work if accepted you will
earn 5525 starling. Part lime (20)
earnings per week equal 5185
Full 1401 earnings per week equal
S370 No experience is needed because of our intensive on the job
training program Good rnalh and
reacting skills are a plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility
is allowed during 1111111 mann in
addition if you qualify corporate
scholarshrps are awarded internships are possible and you may
earn 23,4 treats per quarter or
semester

During your winter
spring, and especially summer
breaks full tme work is mailable
Call today for information and an
interview or call Monday through
Friday between 10 AM-2 PM (408)
275-0885 If the line Is busy,
please be patient and fry again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS. We market auto
club memberships for the mare
oil

companies Part-time. easy
hours weekly paychecks 57 lo
515 hourly commission. complete
Owning provided Great experi-

ence for your resume R C Smith
Corp

247-0570

ABOLISH NO
IRISH APARTHEID
Write tor FREE info PJL. 3186
Williams Rd
oppremion

S J 95117 End the

2308
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbat dinners. parties,
Sunday brunches. I.tures. TuesIsraeli
day ’ Lunch and Learn,
dancing, holiday celebratIons
For information call MIMI al 2946311
HI PETER! Enjoy the candy? Here’s
your not clue cadernIcelly I’m
following in Bill Welsh’s feolsteD
s (le I’m enrolled In the some
tinio he went to-SJSU & we went
lo the same high school) Chock
your mailbox tonight after Rpm
Hew
ffis

great di., Love. your big

LEARN RUSSIAN FROM A NATIVE
We offer an intensive or 10 wk
course. Indvdi or group Cl
For more into call 993-3730
LISA B . WHEN ARE YOU going to ask
no oul, I’m waiting by the phone
PIGGY
NATIONAL GAY -131 contact club 18 .
men and women Confidentel, low
rates Send SASE to NGCC. P0
Box 26781-K. San Jose. Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control pro.
gram No drugs, no exact.
guaranteed Call (408) 245.7503
PROFESSOR a EXAM FILES mailable
for
Engineering
required
18
courses in CE. FE ME and Mat
Engr). EIT. Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spartan

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Canter Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 400 and II 00 pm Please

haber

enrolled, hove good communicelion
skills
type
45
wpm
15-20
hr. wk
54 50 54 90 hr .
Apply CAF Bldg, 277-2187 Dead.
line for spaying 1030
STUDENT ASSISTANT
20 hrs telt, clerical library organization end maintenance good
English communication sidles
must Call Wendy at 277-2941
TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool
LG SJ area 6 ECE units preferred
(4081723-1131
TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional
preschool with caring alma
Need ECE, enthusiasm,
and creativity Flexible hours 6
Irtendly staff Lift. Scholars Presphere

school. 238-1474 or 274-4726
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for few
outspoken people to sell air time
This position

requires
good
voice and a strong desire to make
et
377rno.y Call Mrs Green
3800
SALES-part time Sell
subscriptions to the MercuryNews Gusranteed 5450 hr plus
commission Shifts SAM-IPM or

TELEPHONE

plus
4 30PME 30PM. Mon -Frl
Sat Call lodey (408)983-1800
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED in
making 120041500 enc. PT FT,
no experience Call 255-6675

BARE IT AL L. Stop shaving mixing
tweezing Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (con
b110111 tummy moustache back
shoulders etc) 15% discounts to
students and faculty Call before
Christmas. 1986 & get your rat
spa al 1 2 price Unwanted hair

ideas or whet to build, SHI Electronics is committed to offering
low cost electronic (comport.
& computer informetion seeds tor
the student Call Days 942.7736

quality and name Our lineming
plans Make It easy to own Just 2
orders a week earn you $522
Gross commission We will rain
and give you full management
Support For interview call 0 G
Thornpeon et 253-7100

FEMALE WANTED TO share room In
new 2 bdrm furn. apt. S250mo
, deposit. Llsa 379-7530
NEED MALE STUDENT to take over
dorm room Either now or beginn ing of noel semester Call John
a1277.6474

EARN 1490 weekly. $80 per hundred
stuffed Guaranteed
envelopes
Homeworkers needed for com
pony project stuffIng envelopes
and assembling rneteriats Send

NONSMOKER WANTED TO share
MIMI a pvt
townhouse Fury
bath & deck Garage. fireplace.

stamped self eddressed envelope
to JBK Mall Co P 0 Box 25-I
Coat., C 91310

QUIET UWE ROOMS close to 101. 15
ran. frm SJSU Washer, dryer.
utililles,
.n-srnokers
share
S315 me call 729-6671 after Iften

EULIP1A RESTAURANT seeks lunch
and dinner Masers & rooftrees
Good student lob Call 280-8161
3145 1st SI
GRAPHIC ARTIST position in the Student Activities 4 Services OffIc
t0 assist In deverolonau of flyers

pool. tennis

0350 flat

2744085

(PMS)

1920’ CLASSIC. 1 bdrrn w bonus on
Must be clean quiet 5500cr 551
S 6th St , single $450, double
5475
5prn

Call Robert 287-2077 after

AWL DOS AAW
Li-

sult with SJSU student for 30 minattn FREE Practice limited to all
aspects of Immigration and net.
ralization law
OM. located
%Ohm 10 minutes !torn campus

A

avearAterdsr...

1114T

Mg-

morevierv

owl?-..

MS 00 YOU OOP 10,71e0T IS Amt. f
111

mast Chrystal 923-8461

typist and sailed word processor
LaserWriter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest quality work
al student fetes SI 50 page Call

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

DA YSTAR at 358-2717
ACCURACY

ALWAYS

Professional

6 I L5L-11L01,N
ofts$

UNPER UWD

Theses. pa-

results every time

AND
WD

FEE5e711..LiOAAiS

FEET BELOW
UZrIa1lO IL

1408)224-0852

AW

5ILL/OkS

MILLIONS AND
&LIONS OF

pers, resumes and dissertations
Serving Evergreen. SSJ & a few
minutes from SJSU Student di..
count with this ad or ID Call

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes term pa.
No lob too
pers.transcription

0ri4yF

reot4

114

small,

Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcomer Office
Alternatives, 294-2974

rAP
1*

AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only
It per page, double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & delivery Call 249-4075, leave me.
sage

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust

A WAY WITH WORDS prompt, accurate literate. B A In history Wang
Word Processing, spelling errors
corrected Long menuscrlina Welcome Will pick up. deliver Also

STAN, I CAV’T /MEIN
Yr..) I DON’T LvuE
you TPAT NAY, gur
I AM YOUR FIENO

available critical r.ding assts.
lance in rewriting Dan O’Rear.
978-0277
BARBE 5 WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experienced in

OB

theses. menuscripts. Avers rebackup
sumes
professional
work Reasonable rates Located
conveniently Call Barbe at 926,

GWeNl
LAST

CCOU) VOU AT
SO TT, NIMNAKLYS

TIME.
STANLeY

TI1ANK YOU
&WEN

I AIN T SO DUMB

HALLOWEeN PART,/ MTH,
ME 7
OF CouR5E
I WILL,

4370
SECRETARIAL Student pews. resumes bustness typing
needs, word ...easing Willow
Glen area Call Ilse at 267-8234
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast. eccurate typing and
word processing available .ven
days
week Limited pick-up &
delivery 165-1012
CALL

proof

disc storage

Student feculty amounts Quick
turnaround 246.5825

PROFESSIONAL

processing
Reports
theses. Masons.n, group projects remirnes Guerant.cl quick
return Per per! and hourly rates
Transcription avellabie Almaden.
Branham area Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Service 14081

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers theses, resumes, dissou
talons etc for students and laculty We also do tape tran.rip.
lion and bookkeeping Free data
storage Call 745.1769
TYPIST. Near Leigh & Cam.
Reports term papers el<
Correctable
mailable
Eating
typewnler
From
electrom
$I 50 double space page Cell Bill

E CPI)

264-4504

den

Do you have a paper due soon? Does
it need to be typed? Call today to
schedule your word processing
job Ouick turnaround accurate
52 ds page 993-9260 Word tor
Word Enterprises -S.1

at 371-5933
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Term papers.

EDITING WORD PROCESSING, 2659448 Emphasis on correct punc

pendable Willow Glen Area. easy
to locate
Cell Mrs
Morton

reports, resumes, cover loners.
theses. disseffelions. merruels
APA
All academic formals
Spelling grammar punctuation
insistence All work guaranteed
Professional, confidential and de-

IMarahal from 8AM-8PM at 266.48

pendable service at AFFORDABLE RATES. Free di. storage

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research paper..

Pam. 247-2661 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU Fall ’86 Directory of Classes

tuallon, sentence structure and
formatting (Turablen. APA, etc)
Former English major highly de

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL lor
mon and women Special rate with
I *cony or etudent I D Private &
confidential Weekdays. saplings
& Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly.
els Center. Koll Burliness Part at

LINDA FOR

Classified
requested)

word

Call Robert Ng at (406) 289-8400
for an appointment

Ian additional coupon savings

theaes & dissertations (Campbell.
Turblan APA 3rd ad j, screenplays resumes. cover & follow-up
letters manuscripts (books.
cies, short stories) trenscription
Free SPEL CHF. minor edit III

Hwy 101 & N Fain:arks AM 14081
734-3115
PRESTO CLEANING & SERVICES
Homes. office.. carpets & window. 15206-9,83452)90

WORD pro
ceasing SI 00 per yega, no minimum Thesis dissertation. etc
AHEMA GRAPHICS at 365-9038

INEXPENSIVE.

QUICK

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast, Let me help’ Term papers. letters. reports M.o.. remarch papers
fast and protes
sio.11y,
FREE
grammar
&
spelling assistance Reasonable
rates Call Marcie at 294.6347
(work leave misuse) or 926-1274
before 10 pm
PROCESS IT WRITE’. Faculty and stu
Saris can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters,

RELIABLE

WORD
PROCESSING
DONE al mammal* rates with
quick turnaround time Will set-up
& spell check all documents Call
Kelley a 972-2907
end
COVERLETTERS
business correspondence Assistance with vocabulary, sentence
structure end form if requested

RESUMES,

Call 266-9448

reports resumes, publications
manuscripts
correspondence
etc Will aid in grammar spelling -

RESUME & TYPING We use IBM KT
COMPUTER Word Star and later

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response. leave Ines.. for
Pamela 01 409) 275-6253

quality printer Resume 55 up
Typing SI 50 pg double space
One block from campus PC’

PROFESSIONAL TYPISTterm papers
theses elc
Accurate prompt.
52 25 dbi spece per page Saratoga ar.. call Joan at 741-5880
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perspective
Experienced prole.
*lona word proce.ing papers.
theses. return. Specialist in
technical.
scientific
projects
SI 7543 page Call Vicki at 281.
area
3058 IBM
QUALITY TYPING

SERVICE

lot

all
your typing needs Student rates
ringing from $I to 51 75 per page
Clack turnaround Disk moans
for 30 days Call (408) 946-4967

CON 401S 3rd Sr re2 corner of
San Salvador PC COM 295.1606
PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing & business services Fast reasonable & near uni
vomit), Call (408)292.4047
THESES - REPORT PAPERS Word
processing err MI’S eltet1110/1 to
detail $2 pg for atudents. 13 pg
for prof...lona. Resume. 510
Save your work on the IBM PC for
later use Grammar punctuation
in
spelling checked printed
Erickson
Publications quality
Word Processing 377-5293
TYPING DONE

REASONABLE rates

Call Pani at 216-5633
TYPING SERVICE for students and in
struck.. Dispendebie reliable
accurate work Reasonable Isles
SI 50 pg Assignments 10 pgs
and over will be accepted only
Cali (408) 738-1676 Sunnyvale
som Long range assignments
can be submitted by mall se your
remittent.
WORD PROCESSING.RESUMES. thew s and term papers Reasonable
rates Quality service able to do
bold face and rahl margin justffe
cation Call 2594446 Not bet front
SJSU
WORD PROCESSING
students instruck. small busines Term
thesis resumes moo
peper
uals damnations mass mailing,
spelling check etc Reasonable
rates Cell K & R Desk Top Serv.
ices 01 274-7562 Pick up and de
livery ay...
WORDPROCESSING ON stale of the
art equipment Papers grants.
etc Discount on 2nd rob Call 3703494
ZEE’. TYPING and Secretertal Seen ices Fast occur!.bs work meltable seven deys
wear Located
in the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa
area Limited pickup and delle
e ry Car 155 loll
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School Daze

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group protects welcome Spell check every taw free
disk storage Database capability
Standard IL micro cassette transcription Word proc Ong on

appl 1645 S Bascom Ave riC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

AFFORDABLE HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, se
cure and safe rooms, FREE utili-

a dignified manner al over. the
Moller locations in minor malls
national bookstores, from refer
rats and various methods of self -

Ur-LP TrolkiAL PECiFtCrENCV
is 111050 3 44fEA6 OF
velLOADLE_ .1015 SKILLS IS
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in thesis, term papers.
group protects, resumes. menu.
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EARN TOP MONEY NOW! Holiday
Season Forget the old image of
an Encyclopaedia repre.nlative
going door to door Encyclopee
die Britannici reps a today sell In

I

PROFESSIONAL
AND
ACADEMIC
word processing P J word pro.
ceasing offers quality guaranteed
work at competitive rates Experi-

call Campus Ministry at 298-0204
for worship.counseling.prograrns

2807

Trust
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Thanks

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY*. Coolidentist 335 S
Etaywood Ave . San Jose Call
247-7486 for appointm.t

hours Call Kum or Verde at 277.

STUDENT ASSISTANT CLERICAL posriion in Student Activiti. &
Services Office Must be currently

ACCURATE.
ACABSOLUTELY.
COUNTABLE for teiephoneze that
lops- try
toots typing that
Tony --296-2087 51 50 per page
double spaced All work guar

Bookstore & Robert. Book Store

and study opportunities
Rev
Natalie ShirasFr Bob Leger Sr
Joan Penal. Rev Norb Firn
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The playoff hopes of the SJSU
field hockey team suffered an almost
fatal blow after a 3-0 loss to Pacific
Saturday in Stockton.
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Agency provides commuters with options
Shuttle
criticized
SIIIIITLE, from page I
Kaycie Huffman. a junior
liberal arts maior, agreed. "I
heard rumors,.. she said. "We
didn’t get a printout of the latest
(schedule). It just sort of changed
one day."
Henry Orbach. SJSU director of Traffic and Parking Operations. said there has been a problem with the shuttle service for
about a month. hut said he is
working with Facilities Development and Operations
He said a new schedule
would he issued this week which
would remain in effect for the
rest ol the semester.
The four schedules used so
far this term were issued by
Verne MeGlothlen. SJSU landscape manager. McGlothlen said
he vs as waiting lor written complaints Iron) students, including
when and where they missed the
bus, hernre a new schedule
would he drawn up.
The students also complained that two buses are insufficient to handle the crowds in the
’miming especially with the closure of more than NMI parking
spots on the main campus early
this month.
’One bus doesn’t cut IC
said Lillis !landlord. a senior liberal studies major. "II they’re
going to close parking lots, they
need to add another bus

The on -campus spaces were
closed to make room for construction 01 the Student Union
Recreation .ind Events Center
and rem, mum of the Engineering !tinkling
Not es ery one w as critical of
the shuttle sers we One rider.
who said she only takes the bus
once a week. had no complaints
about the schedule.
’You wait maybe 10 loin tiles at the most,’ she said.
They don’t really hillow the
schedule, hut it hasn’t been a
problem I mean. is tree

.1[1, e agent. Annual

TRANSIT, from page I
According to a recent Field Poll.
people in the Bay Area consider trims’lunation the No 1 problem .
The transportation agency’s main
objective is to develop a complete list
of alternatives to single -occupant vehicles, according to Rich Moher. manager of commute alternatives for the
agency. Car pooling is one of the most
available alternatives for commuters.
Moher said.
Many companies in the county
miller parking spaces near offices or
buildings for car rxiolers. Moher said.
These spaces are closer to buildings
than other single -occupant parking
spaces, he said.
The publicity of alternatives already has lead to a number of inquiries
about car pooling and the establishment of special bus lines for businesses. Moher said.
On -campus special parking permits are offered for the Seventh Street
garage. said Keith Opalewski. SJSU
administrative assistant and commute
coordinator for parking .
Three riders must use the same
car to get special permits These permits allow car poolers to search for
parking in the Seventh Street garage
even when "full" signs are posted, he
said.
A further incentive for car pooling is the four-mile section of car-pool
lane along Highway 101 scheduled to
open Nov. I. Moher said. The section
runs through Santa Clara, part of San
Jose and part of Sunnyvale It will
eventually be expanded to 12 miles, he
said.
The Calilornia Department of
Transportation did a study of the effectiveness of the car-pool lanes on San
Tomas Expressway, Highway 237 and
Montague Expressway one year after
completion.
Commuters who use car-pool
lanes

cut

their

travel

time

in

half.

commuters on these roads
reduced their coniniute time by 25 percent, according to the study :liter the
car-pool lane was installed.

while other

The sa S ings on auto -insurance
rates on a 1984 Datsun pickup that is
not used as a primary vehicle because
the owner is car pooling would he
$112 on basic coverage per year,
according to a local Farmer’s Insur-

Consumer group
knocks lawmakers
LOS ANGELES t AP)
tilate
legislators received an "incomplete"
yesterday on a report card from an
offshoot of Ralph Nader’s consumeradvocacy organization, which accused
them of often weakening or killing
consumer and environmental hills in
closed session.

"Legislators have shown considerable ingenuity in neglecting their
duty this term," said the California
Public Interest Research Group.
A PIRG report tracked the fate of
17 hills. noting "that even finding that
many pieces of good legislation was
difficult .’
Of the 17 hills, six were killed or
substantially weakened before both the
Assembly or Senate could vote on
them, the group claimed.
"Rather than risk public outrage
by voting against good hills. legislators has e as soiled voting on the
tough issues... the group said.
The group contended the Legislature’s record suggested that lawmakers bowed to lobbyists who make substantial campaign conuthutions.
"Unable to lace up to those spe
cial- interest bullies on the fund-raising
playground, legislators either skipped
the test entirely by quietly killing bills
in committee or made the questions

savings amount to

.is much as SI OE, Moher said.
According to Moher. only lttivercent of local commuters use car or van
pools. while 3 percent use the bus.
This leaves 79 percent of conimuters
in single -occupant autos.
Moher said he is trying to find out
what would get commuters to leave
their cars at home. He said he is toying
with the idea of having televisions put
in county van pools or having breakfast served in the county car and van pools.
The most common objection to
car pools. Moher said, is that people
Feel they cannot leave work for lunch
or for a family emergency. He said
many companies are now offering employees company cars for lunch hours
or family emergencies.
Frank Schiavo, an environmental
studies lecturer at SJSU, has what he
describes as a revolutionary idea lOr
car pooling on campus.

Schiavo, a member of the Modern Transit Society citizen’s group.
told the county board of supers isms
about the need of the light rail sy stem
and increased bus sery ices ior th.downtown area
Schiav mu said he wants the WON et
sity to match student addresses front
the computer assisted registration to
form a mastei car mling record lot
the campus
The county could he divided into
sections. and students who have relatively the saute class schedule and
cm timid I roin the smiie area would he
given each other’s phone numbers,
said. They, in turn, would call
each other to match their schedules
and talk about forming a car pool. he
said
II this program is initiated on
campus. Schiavo would like to see the
price lor regular parking raised ;Ind the
car-pool price left at 75 cents Ile said
he also would like to see the lost and
second Iloors 01 parking garages devoted to car pool parking only
Mosher is also working on a
work -at-home alternative to eommuting called telecommunications With
this s sic iii an employee can do MI ice
work Ironu his home using a personal:
computer combined sv it h a modem.
Workers using this ss stem would do
work at home three or four days a
week and have it transferred to their
ii) inn’s when it is complete, he said.

Moher said telecommunications
us a new idea on the West Coast that
has been used for years on the East
Coast.
Telecommunications could he applied to classrooms such as De Anni
College Classes 11141 are taught over a
cable channel. The cable channel that
Sltill could get would be a good medium for telecommunications class
rooms. Moher said.
There are many programs
campus designed to ease the ii
llow downtown. These programs ate
sponsored by the Parking and Traffi.
Operations office, he said.
A shuttle bus is offered to take
people Irons campus to the stadium loi
football games. said a spokesman It
the transportation agency. The shuttle
bused Tho people from the homecom
irig loothall game hack to campus. Th,.
spokesman estinvated that the shuttle
prevented 150 cars from parking in Mc
congested area around Spartan St,
dium during the game.

Mate The Pacific Basin
--- Your Business - -Dominican College
Master of Arts Degree

easier by seriously weaking good leg
islation before it came to a vote:* said
Rena Balm., a group hoard member.

International Economic and Political
Assessment in the Pacific Basin

Among the measures singled out
by the consumer group were:
An effort to toughen the state’s

"Lemon Law" that protects new car
buyers from defective automobiles. It
passed the Assembly hut was killed in
the Senate Appropriations Committee
An effort to put a ceiling on
credit-card interest of 5 percent ahoye
the rate of six-month Treasury bilk II
was changed to require only that irri
est rates be disclosed when a person
applies for a credit card.
A measure to require special la
heling for household products that
must be disposed of as toxic substances and to require counties to set
up disposal programs for the public.Ii
was watered down to call for a study in
household toxics.
A proposal to require a nickel
deposit on all beverage container. It
was changed to provide subsidiey to
the beverage and retail industry io en
courage recycling.

S.1$1. students queue up in front of Sweeney Hall to

SPRING SEMESTER
January - May 1987

p otograp er
n wt Bauysta
shuttle bus, heading to 12th and Keyes

The A.S. offers a 20-percent
discount on monthly transit pass bringing the price down to $15.
There are "park and ride" lots
located at 12th and Keyes streets and
Se% enth and East Humboldt streets.
Shuttles oiler rides to campus from
7:3(1 ii.n) . to 4:30 p.m. and these hours

will he expanded later, said Opalewski.
There are 200 hike lockers on
campus for bicycle commuters.
Moher said that ahem:it use transportation is very imptnant lor the
community because of polution and
traffic prohlents

SCHEDULING DEADLINE
NON-ACADEMIC SCHEDULING

The Student Union Scheduling Office
is now accepting scheduling requests
for the 1987 Spring Semester.

Student organizations and campus
departments who use Student Union
space for meetings and other events
should submit scheduling requests by
November 3, 1986 for priority
scheduling.

Econometrics
Country Outlook Assessment
North Asian Economic Growth in Perspective
Communication in a Cross-Cultural Environment
Japanese

Application Deadline: December 1, 1986
Registration: January 9, 1987
Classes Begin: January 14, 1987
Dominican College is located on 80 wooded acres in the
heart of San Rafael, just 15 miles north of San Francisco.
For further information contact
Dr. Francoise Lepage
International Studies
1520 Grand Avenue, San Rafael, CA
(415) 457-4440
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Lost Your Keys?
Need a Lock?
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Call the Keyman on Santa Clara St
6.000 different keys made
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ad
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How to enrich your education by $1,000 a month
If you’re a math, engineering or physical
sciences major, you could be earning $1,000 a
month during your junior and senior years.
That’s $25.000 by graduation
This excellent opportunity is part of the
Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program It’s one of the most prestigious
ways of entering the nuclear field - and
rewarding. too You get a $3,000 bonus upon
entrance into the program. and $.3,0(X) more
when you complete your Naval studies
You also receive a year !st paid graduate level training that’s the most comprehensive
in the world And you’ll acquire expertise
with state-of-theart nuclear reactor and
pmpulsion plant technology

As a Navy officer. you’ll get responsibility
and recognition early on Your high.level
experience and credentials will help make
you a leader in one of the world’s fastest
growing industries
In addition to the professional advan
tages, nuclear-trained officers get an
unbeatable benefits package, travel
opportunities, planned promotions, and a
solid salary that can reach as much as
544.000 after five years.

Find out more about the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate Program, and

OCTOBER 30 8 P.M.
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make your education start paying off today

Sign up for Interviews at Career Devekspment Center or call (415)452-2900

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST
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